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1. S C O P E O F ' T H E S T U D Y

1.1. SCOPE OF THE STUDY

In the framework of modern economics agriculture cannot possibly work
without rationalization and mechanization, which replace human work with
machines and contribute to raising productivity. An important part of this
process is the desire to make thejob easier and shorten the working hours.
Mechanization not only changes the character and structure of labour in
agriculture,but also influences the nature ofthework load. Instead of delivering
energy, the main issue now is the perception and processing of information, as
well as controlling and regulating the work being done by machines. More and
more the accent is shifting to tasks which appeal to the capacity of man to
process information.
There is a need for increased capacity that will lead to higher speeds in the
future, whilst bigger and heavier machines will be used. It cannot be assumed
that human beings will be able to continue adapting themselves to the machine
and - as a consequence of too high a load - will hazard occupational diseases
and reduced performance.
By means of principles, parameters, procedures and criteria from various
disciplines, ergonomics can contribute to:
a. The design of an optimum man-task system;
(Primary or preventive ergonomics)
b. The testing of a man-task system;
(Secondary or curative ergonomics)
c. The prediction of capacity and work load by using a man-task system.
The operation ofthe self-propelled combine harvester has been selected as the
object of this study. The operator of this machine regulates the movement - direction and speed -, the mowing and threshing, the separation of kernel and
straw, as well as the delivery of the product. Based upon the information obtained from crop, terrain and machine the operator has to decide on such an
adjustment of the machine, which results in a process with a high capacity and
a high quality of work.
Increase ofthe capacity can berealized byincreasingtheground speed and/or
the working width, which, however, involves higher information speed, more
actions for operation per time unit and a higher operator's work load. This
increase of capacity is limited by the work load of the operator, of whom great
accuracy is expected.
The area of the main crops suitable for combine harvesting, as well as the
production and number ofcombines intheworld, havebeenlisted intable 1.To
indicate to what extent the crops are combine harvested: in Europe, North
America and Oceania eighty percent and more of the cereals, maize, rice and
Meded. Landbouwhogeschool Wageningen 72-6 (1972)
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TABLE 1. Area of main crops suitable for combine harvesting, the annual production and the
total of combines in use.
Crops
- in 1000ha

Combines

-

cereals

maize

Europe
N.-America
Latin America
Asia
Africa
Oceania

169.830
58.148
14.000
167.500
42.800
11.531

14.397
642
865 185.734
22.664
941 16.382 98.135
24.500
5.500
600 44.600
25.000 115.000 15.000 322.500
16.000
3.300
40 62.140
83
30
11.644
-

World

463.809 102.644 125.413 32.887 724.753 250.000 2.471.921

rice

soya
beans

total

annual in use
production

ha/
machine

1.258.556 147
1.042.565
94
36.300 1.228
37.000 8.716
24.000 2.589
73.500 158
293

(Source:Claas-Marktforschung; 1969)

soya beans are combine harvested;elsewhere most of the work is still done by
hand. The area of cereals and the total of combines in the Netherlands have
been listed in table 2.
Suppose an average of 100 hectares per machine then almost 30% of the
world area of the crops suitable for combine harvesting iscombined at present;
with an average capacity of 1hectare per hour 250 million hours are annually
spent on combine harvesting.
The study consists of the following parts (ZANDER; 1967):
1. Collecting data about the location and displacement of the controls for
operating the machine, as well as the forces to be exerted, the body movements and their frequencies (lay-out studies);
2 a . Collecting data about the character and the extent of the loading components, as well as the influence they have on the work load of the man
operating the machine (field experiments);
2 b . Studying and analysing the loading components, as well as their influences
on the performance and the work load of the man, by means of a simulator
(indoor experiments);
3. Formulation of ergonomie parameters and criteria to design an optimum
man-task system.
TABLE 2. Area of cereals and total of combines in the Netherlands.
Cereals

1950
1960
1965
1970

Combines

- in ha -

in use

ha/machine

495.107
511.694
485.215
363.828

1204
3025
6105
7439

411
169
79
49
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1.2. OBJECTIVES OF ERGONOMICS

One of the processes which led to the development of ergonomics was time
and motion study. Credit for the development of time and method study is
usually given to F. W. TAYLOR (1856-1915),for motion study to F. B. GILBRETH
(1868-1924),anengineer,andhiswife Mrs.L.M. GILBRETH,apsychologist, who
studied the effective pattern of movements on selected foremen (BARNES; 1958).
TAYLOR'S approach implied the elimination of all unuseful work elements, so
the remaining elements could be carried out in a more efficient way; his accent
has principally been on the increase of productivity. The crux of these studies
was the division of the wholejob into small elements, which were separated by
measurable points; by means of this division the process could be better analysed. GILBRETH thought the division made by TAYLOR still too rough and
developed a system ofelements (therbligs), which enabled him to analyse and to
record each work element exactly. TAYLOR and GILBRETH may be looked upon
as the precursors in the development of more modern analysing techniques,
which are known as Predetermined Motion and Time Systems (MAYNARD;
1948).
In the beginning of this century work physiology was developed intensely in
Europe as a reaction to the disadvantages of time and motion study, in particular the high work load and the high working rate. The work physiologists were
less interested in an increase in productivity and concentrated their studies on a
reduction of the work load. The research results were published in periodicals
on physiology; they hardly influenced work-space lay-out in practice. Instead a
divergence could be noticed between the theoretical people on one side and the
practical people on the other side (LEHMANN, 1962; BOER, 1967).
Since 1920 in the United States of America modern scientific management
techniques entered industry by the integration of man into complex man-task
systems. This development was based upon the work of TAYLOR, GILBRETH, et.
al., as well as the results of research on work physiology and experimental
psychology. However, major emphasis was placed upon efficiency, as measured
by speed and accuracy of human performance. At first this concept - 'human
engineering' or 'human factors engineering' - had a disagreable sound, because
people thought it inferred manipulating the workers (VAN WELY and WILLEMS;
1966).
During the Second World War human engineeringhad grown so much as a
result of the need to extract maximum operational efficiency from the sophisticated equipment being developed and used in the very stringent environmental
and psychological conditions dictated by the hostilities. The war brought closer
together psychologists, physiologists, mechanical engineers and industrial
engineers; this intensive approach in the military sector led to methods and
results of research, which are useful in other sectors as well (LEHMANN; 1962).
Another approach of human factors came more and more in the foreground;
this approach implied that task and environment should be adapted to the man
and led to a multi-disciplinary approach and systematic cooperation of techniMeded.Landbouwhogeschool Wageningen 72-6 (1972)
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cians and other people in studying human factors. An immediate need wasto
finda nameforthisfield.InEngland itwasfinallydecided tocoin the new word
'ergonomics' (ergos: work; nomos: laws in Greek). From this simple word
other parts of speech could be derived and it wascapable of translation into
other languages (German: Anthropotechnik; French: l'Ergonomie) (MURRELL;
1965). Although inWestern Europe thefieldisreferred toas'ergonomics',the
title 'human factors engineering' ispreferred inthe U.S.A.
At the IVth International Congress on Ergonomics (Strasburg, 1970)
CHAPANIS discussed some qualitative differences between 'ergonomics' and
'human factors engineering'. He stated:
'There isagenuine difference inflavourbetween ergonomics andhuman factors engineering:ergonomics seemstobemore physiologically-oriented than does human factors
engineering.
Perhaps another wayof saying it is that in America wehave been somewhat more
concerned with theintegration ofman into large machine systems;in Europe youhave
been more concerned with thewelfare ofthe individual worker'.

Many definitions have been given of ergonomics from which more or less
clearly theobjectives canbederived. IntheGeneral Rules ofthe British Ergonomics Research Society, founded in 1949,the objective of this Society is
described as follows:
'Theobject ofthisSocietyistopromotethestudyoftherelationsbetweenman andthe
environment inwhichheworks, particularly the application ofanatomical, physiological
and psychological knowledge,totheproblems arising therefrom'.

In this concept weshould interpret theword 'environment' in a broadway;
it includes thedirect work environment, as well astheorganization of human
labour (BOER; 1967).

The International Labour Office inhisdefinition ofergonomics isrecommendingabalance between human interests and efficiency (I.L.O.;1960):
'The application ofthe human biological sciencesinconjunction with theengineering
sciencestoachievetheoptimum mutual adjustment ofman andwork, thebenefits being
measured interms ofhuman efficiency andwell-being'.

Starting from the technical and human possibilities, but leaning strongly
towards the objective of occupational medicine, is the following wording, in
which weseethe scope and object ofergonomics (BURGER and DE JONG; 1962):
'The application of biological knowledge inthefieldof anatomy, physiology, experimental psychology andoccupational medicine tothepurpose ofachieving an optimum
man-machine system, in which a proper balance ismaintained between work loadand
work capacity byseeing to it that thepossible useis made of theworker's powerand
capabilities, intheinterests of his ownhealth (anddignity) andintheinterests ofproductivity'.

Since ergonomists handle the knowledge of various disciplines in a specific
way, every discipline, studying therelation between themanandhistask,can
contribute. This approach, as well as the duality in the other wordings - the
welfare oftheworker (a)andanefficient production (b)- underlies the following
definition ofergonomics (ZANDER; 1965):
'Ergonomics isengaged with thework situation (man - task - environment) withthe
objectivetocometoarationaluseofthehuman capabilitiesand toan optimum adaptationofthe work situation tothese capabilities'.
4
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Ergonomics is a multi-disciplinary activity, it crosses the boundaries between
many scientific and professional disciplines and draws upon the data, findings
and principles of all of them. In analysing a man-task system there is primarily
the contribution of many sciences like anatomy, physiology, psychology,
engineering and management.

1.3. A N ERGONOMIC MODEL

Themulti-disciplinary characteristic ofaman-task systemisshown infigure1.
Acontinual stream ofinformation isreceivedfrom themachine and the environment by the working man using his senses:perception (1), leadingto perceptual
load. The perception is followed by testing on the memory, and then to make
decisionsbetween alternatives to guidea specific operation:selection(2),leading
to mental load. The output of man ismuscle activity:action (3),leading to physical load. Through the action changes take place: performance. During this
closed-loop process the man will continuously observetheeffects ofhisactions,
hewill take new decisions and new actions to bring the system closer to its goal;
this process is calledfeedback. Human beings must fit spatially in a man-task
system;anthropometry is the discipline which isconcerned with these aspects of
the human body.
In the ergonomic model the term 'load' has been introduced. A working
committee of the Commission for Labour Medicine Research of the Dutch
Health Organization of T.N.O. proposed a concept of the physical load
(CARGO; 1965);from this KALSBEEK (1967) came to a universal concept.
The following concepts are distinguished:
a. E x t e r n a l l o a d
Theexternal load willbeascertained bythecombination ofthefactors, which
are inherent to the work situation and which cause reactions of man.

-|ANTHROPOMETRY|

1 PERCEPTION

|~

|

|

\

SELECTION

ACTION

|~

|PERFORMANCE |

FEEDBACKS

FIG. 1. Man - task system.
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b. F u n c t i o n a l l o a d
By functional load is meant the combination of the phenomena caused by
the external load.
c. W o r k i n g c a p a c i t y
By working capacity is meant the highest possible energy, that a human
beingissupposed to carry out in a given wayof working during a certain period
of time.
d. Degree of l o a d i n g
The degree of loading is the relation between the functional load and the
working capacity.

1.4. FEATURES OF A COMBINE HARVESTER

A brief description is given of the operations and product flow of a modern
self-propelled combine harvester (figure 2):
a. M o w i n g
The crop is separated from the remaining crop by dividers (1)and guided to a
cutterbar (3)by means of a reel (2).To pick up a previously cut swath there can

FIG. 2. Self-propelled combine harvester.
11- collecting pan
1 - divider
12- dressing fan
2- reel
13- top sieve
3 - cutterbar
14- bottom sieve
4- feed table auger
15- return auger
5- conveyor chain
16- elevator
6- drum
17- grain tank
7 - concave
18- engine
8 - preparing floor
19- operator's platform
9 - beater
10- shaker
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be installed on the platform a pick-up attachment; besides the cutting unit can
be exchanged by a unit for picking maize. An auger (4) transports the crop to a
conveyor chain (5);this will transport the crop to a threshing mechanism.
The reel is adjustable in horizontal and vertical directions and in speed; the
cutterbar is adjustable in a vertical direction to realize a certain stubble-height.
b. T h r e s h i n g
The threshing mechanism consists of a drum (6) and a concave (7). Most of
the kernels fall with chaff and short straw through the concave on the preparing
floor (8). Straw and some kernels come via the beater (9) on shakers (10), that
free the kernels;through return gutters these kernels land on an extension of the
preparing floor.
Thenumber ofrevolutions ofthedrum isadjustable duringwork; the distance
between drum and concave is sometimes adjustable during work.
c. C l e a n i n g
The kernels falling through the concave or shakers come on the grain collecting pan (11). In front of the sieves is a dressing fan (12), which causes an air
stream to blow all light material like chaff out of the machine; over the top
sieve (13) the coarser dirt and short straw are removed. The kernels and unthreshed ears fall on the bottom sieve (14);the lastmentioned move on the sieve
to the back and fall in an elevator (15), which brings this material once more to
the drum. The kernels fall through the bottom sieve; by a second elevator (16)
they are collected in a grain tank (17). Bymeans of an auger the product can be
delivered into a wagon.
An engine (18) not only takes care of the propulsion of the various elements,
but alsoof themovement ofthe machine. The controls for operating the various
components of the machine are located on the operator's platform (19).

1.5. SURVEY OF THE STUDY

The study has been developed as follows:
1. The anthropometric characteristics of the human body, as well as the nature
and frequency of the motions, are dealt with in Chapter 2 (Anthropometry);
the data from the lay-out studies are discussed.
2. The activities in a man-task system are dealt with in Chapter 3(Perception),
Chapter 4 (Selection) and Chapter 5 (Action).
It will beindicatedwhichparametersfrom various disciplineshavetobeused,
as well as the measuring procedures and criteria belonging thereto; the data
from indoor and field experiments are discussed.
3. The results of the ergonomie system-analysis are dealt with in Chapter 6
(Ideal concept) and Chapter 7 (Summary and conclusions); the integration
of the resultsfrom lay-out studies, indoor and field experiments is discussed.

Meded. Landbouwhogeschool Wageningen 72-6 (1972)

2. A N T H R O P O M E T R Y

2.1. INTRODUCTION

Human beings must not onlyfitspatially inaman-task system, they must also
be able to move in the work-space. The data about the location and displacement of the operating controls,aswellastheforces to beexerted, the nature and
frequency of the movements - of primary importance for the work-space layout of a system - are determined by the characteristics of the human body.
Anthropometry deals with the measurements of the human body, including
body dimensions, and the mechanical aspects of human motions, including
consideration of range and frequency. With the aid of anthropometric data we
can - byproviding an optimum work-space lay-out, including a good posture contribute to a considerable decrease of the work load and an improvement in
performance as well.

2.2. BODY MEASUREMENTS

By statistical research carried out for the clothing industry and the military
forces, the knowledge of body dimensions of large population groups has been
considerably extended for several years. Various publication mention the
dimensions of the human body, specified by sex, age and race (DREYFUSS, 1960;
WOODSON, 1960; CHAPANIS, 1963; LUND, 1963; MORGAN, 1963; MCCORMICK,
1964; KELLERMANN, 1965; MURRELL, 1965; DAMON, 1966; LAZET, 1967). When

using these data we must not look only at the mythical average, but at the large
and small brothers (DREYFUSS; 1960). The ranges of body heights for different
percentiles of the Dutch population are shown in table 3 (LAZET; 1967); these
data are suitable for Europe and America (DREYFUSS; 1960).
In the design of work-space or other facilities, various considerations need to
be taken into account, in particular: the type of data (1.)that would be most
appropriate and the types of people (2.) who aretouse the facility as related to
the types of peoples for whom appropriate data are available (MCCORMICK;
1964).

TABLE 3. Body heights (in cm) for the Dutch population in age of 18-64 years.

8

Ranges

Males

Females

5'" percentile
50th percentile
95th percentile

161,5
175,0
186,0

151,5
162,5
172,0

Meded. Landbouwhogeschool Wageningen 72-6 (1972)

1. The type of d a t a
For the designer's purpose, it isnot really necessary to work with data on all
100percentiles. Normally, collections of human engineering data skip the first
and last five percentiles.
Where a facility can be adjusted (such as the position of a seat), it should be
designed to accomodate a reasonable range of individuals, usually from the
5 th to 95 th percentiles;for deviating sizes there has to be sufficient space for an
adaptation (DREYFUSS, 1960; MCCORMICK, 1964).
2. The type of p e o p l e
The relevant body measurements for Dutch adults (50th percentile), necessary
to define the dimensions of the work-space, are listed in table4(LAZET; 1967);
the codes are shown in fig. 3.
Based upon the data intables 3and 4the relevant body measurements for the
other percentiles and other population groups can be obtained. When some
dimensions of a population group are available (such as the body height), the
relevant data for work-space lay-out can be calculated by a proportional
enlargement or reduction (VAN WELY and WILLEMS; 1966).

L®J
FIG. 3. Codes for body measurements (see Table4).
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TABLE4. Relevant body measurements (in cm) for Dutch adults (50th percentile).
Code
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.

Measurements
Height
Eye height
Eye height
Sitting height
Shoulder breadth
Chest depth
Hip breath
Hip breath
Shoulder height
Shoulder - elbow
Forearm - hand
Arm reach
Elbow height
Buttock - knee
Seat length
Knee height
Seat height
Foot length
Foot breath

: standing
: sitting
: erect

: standing
: sitting
: sitting

: sitting

: sitting

Males

Females

175,0
163,5
124,5
93,0
45,5
24,0
33,5
35,5
62,0
41,0
46,0
72,0
21,0
60,0
48,5
55,5
45,0
28,0
10,0

162,5
152,5
113,5
82,5
40,0
26,0
36,0
38,5
55,5
36,5
36,5
68,0
19,0
56,5
46,5
51,5
42,5
24,5
9,0

When operating a machine in a sittingposition the way of workingis strongly
governed by the work-space. The seat must be adjustable - in a fast, easy and
safe way - in horizontal and vertical directions to realize an adaptation to the
measurements of various population groups (DUPUIS; 1955).
The anthropometric data for a seat are listed in table 5 (DREYFUSS, 1960;
DUPUIS and HÄRTUNG, 1966; DUPUIS, 1967).

2.3. BODY MOTIONS

In order to realize a good performance it isnecessary, that the movements of
the body members are such that a favourable load originates. By moving
symmetric body members in synchrony, simple and logical motions are made,
which can be performed almost automatically by the central nervous system.
The bigger the mass of a body member, the more energy it takes to start the
motion and keep it moving; motions should flow into one another smoothly.
If the mass of a body member increases - with constant external load - the
number of motions per unit of timemust bereduced; thisisgiven bythe following research results (STIER; 1959):
- Finger : 6 motions
- Hand : 3 motions
- Forearm: 1motion
These results are according to the principles of motion economy, which say
that motions should be confined to the lowest classification with which it is
possible to perform thejob satisfactorily.
10
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TABLE 5. Anthropometric data for a seat for vehicles.
Code
5.01
5.02
5.03
5.04
5.05
5.06
5.07
5.08
5.09
5.10
5.11

5.12

Features
Shape
Dimensions(mm)
• length
• width
Force(N)
Displacement (mm)
Location
Motion
Inclination
• direction
• angle
Material
Surface
Adjustment (mm)
• horizontal
• vertical
Support
• sidewards
• backwards
Miscellaneous
• seat height (mm)

Criteria
rectangular, rounded
380
450
+50 and —50(minimum)
seefig.4°and4"
onlyvertical
backwards
3-5°
warmth-isolating, ventilating
waterproof cover, profiled
+75 and - 7 5
+50 and - 5 0
150mm above seat (maximum)
240mm above seat (minimum)
400mm above seat (maximum)
400

TABLE 6. Maximum movements of relevant body members.
Body member and movement
1. Head
rotation
flexion
flexion
2. Armat shoulder
flexion
extension
3. Forearm atelbow
flexion
pronation
supination
4. Hand at wrist
flexion
extension
5. Legatkneejoint
flexion
rotation
rotation
6. Foot at ankle joint
flexion
flexion

Degrees

(right + left
(dorsal)
(ventral)

158
61
60

(forward)
(backward)

138
44

(bend)
(turn in)
(turn out)

143
113
77

(benddown)
(bendback)

85
45

(backward)
(inside)
(outside)

160
31
30

(bend down)
(bend up)

38
35

Meded. Landbouwhogeschool Wageningen 72-6 (1972)
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Sincethework-space lay-out should be determined also bythepossibilities of
moving the various body members, the maximum movements of relevant body
members - males between 20and 40 years of age- are listed in table 6 (LAZET;
1967); data for other population groups are not available.

2.4. LAY-OUT STUDIES

2.4.1. Optimum work-space
Anthropometry can be of major value in designing and testing equipment ;
various sets of reference data have been developed. In practice these data are
often inserted in drawings,transparancies and patterns;theuse ofmanikins and
body-form models can be of practical use in designing work-space by trying
them out on tentative designs.
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The data for an optimum work-space lay-out have been shown infig.4a and
4 ; using thisfigurethefollowing points must be kept inmind (DREYFUSS, 1960;
b

MCCORMICK, 1964; LAZET, 1967):

a. M a x i m u m a r e a
Themaximum area istheareathat canbereached byextendingthearms from
the shoulders and without moving them. This area ismaximum only in terms of
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maintaining body posture;by leaning forward or sideways a greater reach can
be made.
For adults (50th percentile) the maximum areas for hand-operated controls
are:
- Males : 60-70 cm
- Females: 55-65 cm
Locating hand-operated and foot-operated controls in the maximum area is
unfavourable, since the motions in these areas are more difficult to control and
require more energy. This area issuitable, however, for hand-operated controls,
which require much force. No operating controls should be placed outside the
maximum area, unless the operation frequency is very low (see 2.6).
b. N o r m a l a r e a
The normal area isthe area that can be reached conveniently with a sweep of
the forearm, the upper arm hanging in a natural position at the side.
For adults (50th percentile) the normal areas for hand-operated controls are:
- Males : 40-50 cm
- Females: 35-45 cm
Within the normal area the motions of hand and feet are the most comfortable;frequently used controls have to be placed within this area.
2.4.2. Measuring procedure
In determining the dimensions which are appropriate, it is necessary to have
details on location and displacement of the controls for operating the machine,
as well as the forced to be exerted.
a. E q u i p m e n t a n d m e t h o d
Tofixthe location and displacement with respect to a reference point, special
measuring equipment and methods have been developed (ZANDER; 1965).
The instrument consists of an underframe (fig.5:A), which is placed on the object to
bemeasured and set horizontally with adjusting screws(B),sothat a column (C) will be
placed vertically.
At the bottom of the column, which can berotated over the underframe, aneedle (D)
isfixed,whichisplaced over agraduated scale;at the upper sideof thecolumn apipe(E)
isfixed. In thispipeanother pipe(F)isslidinghorizontally; at theend ofthepipe,equippedwithamillimeter calibration,thereisaspringrule(G),equipped withaplummet (H).
When measuring firstly the underframe is set horizontally and fixed, as well as the
reference point of the object to be measured; the depressing caused by the instrument is
taken into account. Then theradial, horizontal and vertical co-ordinates of the reference
point are read on the scales.Byrotating the vertical column, moving the horizontal pipe
and extending the spring rule, the plummet can be moved to all positions desired and
theco-ordinatescanbeascertained withrespecttothereference point.Atlastthelocation
and the dimensions of foot-board and cutterbar are fixed.
Data concerning the dimensions, shape and material of the operating controls, aswell
as the forces to be exerted, are recorded.
The dimensions of the controls are determined by means of a spring rule, whilst the
forces to beexerted are measured. To measurethe dynamicsteeringforces astrain gauge
meter (make: PEEKEL; type: 101 DN) is used, which can be coupled to a recorder
(make: SANBORN; type:321).
14
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FIG. 5. Measuring equipment for lay-out studies.
A - underframe
E and F - pipes
B - adjusting screws
G - spring rule
C - column
H - plummet
D - needle
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b. Treatment
With the data obtained the location and displacement of seat, steering wheel and
controls are drawn, aswellasthe location of the foot-board and cutterbar. All positions
of the operating controls - in use and not in use- are given. As a result the work-space
lay-out of a combine is shown infigure6.
To interpret the drawings use has been made of transparent paper on which the areas
for an optimum work-space lay-out (fig. 4"and 4b) are given.
Suchamanikinmakesitpossibletogetreliabledataontheanthropometricqualitiesof
a work-space lay-out in a relatively short time.

Thisprocedure oflay-out studiesisnot only suitablefor testing work-spaces
already made, but must beused in equipment design.
2.4.3. Combine harvesters
In 1966and 1968data werecollected about thelocation and displacementof
the seat and steering wheel, as well as the controls of a number of combine
harvesters; thescaledrawings ofthework-space lay-outs havebeeninsertedin
AppendixB.

FIG. 7. Codes for the lay-out studies (seeTable7).
16
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The results of the studies have been listed in table 7, the codes are shown in
fig. 7.
Thedimensions(shape and size),theseat material and surface ofthe seat meet
the requirements set. The seat height (Z h = 566mm) is too high (requirement:
400 mm). To adjust the seat to the dimensions of different population groups,
often an adjustment in horizontal and/or vertical direction is available, which,
however, is insufficient. Besides, the horizontal and vertical adjustments are
coupled to each other.
The diameter (D = 443mm) of the steering wheel meets the requirements set
(requirement: 400-500 mm); in almost all cases the steering wheel is placed
within the normal area. The inclination (ä = 79 c ) is less favourable (requirement:45c ).It isnoticeable, that there is great variation of height of the steering
wheel abovethefoot-board (Sv = 781 mm),aswellasof thehorizontal distance
(Sh = 657mm).
The controls that are frequently used - particularly: header height, reel position and ground speed control - have been located within or at the end of the
normal area. The other controls are often found far beyond the normal area.
The clutch and brake-pedal have been located at the end or beyond the normal
area.
Based upon the lay-out studies of a number of self-propelled combine harvesters, we can conclude that the figures concerning the location of the steering
wheel and the controls differ considerably.

FIG. 8. Work-space lay-out of an old type of combine.
18
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FIG. 9. Work-space lay-out of a modern type of combine.

Itisrecommended thatthefrequently usedhand-operated controls are located
close to each other and within the optimum area. With the aid of these and
otherrecommendations somemanufacturers ofcombineharvestershave already
modified the lay-out of the operator's platform. In fig. 8 the lay-out of an old
type of machine is shown; the lay-out of a modern combine harvester is shown
in fig. 9.

2.5. FORCES

A human being is able to exert varying forces upon the objects surrounding
him.Theforces, whichcanbeexerted, depend onthegroup ofmuscles,the body
posture, the direction and size of the forces, as well as the duration. A human
being is capable of maintaining 10-15% of the maximum force of a muscle
during a long period of time (LEHMANN, 1962; GRANDJEAN, 1963).
2.5.1. Hand-operated controls
Thehorizontal pushingpower, whichcan beexerted by the arms, depends on
the angle between the upperarm and the fore-arm (MORGAN, a.o.; 1963); the
maximumpowertobeexerted by the arm - in a sitting position and in various
Meded. Landbouwhogeschool Wageningen 72-6 (1972)
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positions of the elbow - is laid down in tables (LUND; 1963). Controls, demanding maximum force, have to be located at a distanceof anarmlength;pull
is greater than push (WOODSON; 1960).
The anthropometric data for hand-operated controls are listed in table 8
(DUPUIS, 1955; DREYFUSS, 1960; LUND, 1963; MCCORMICK, 1964).

TABLE 8. Anthropometric data for hand-operated controls.
Code

Features

8.01

Shape

8.02

Dimensions (mm)
• diameter
• length
Force(N)
• hand

8.03

Criteria
Levers

Knobs

round, rounded

bulb-shaped,
round, rounded

25 - 45
> 75
< 100
< 20
<200

• finger

8.04

Displacement (mm)

8.05

Location

8.06

Motion

8.07

Inclination

8.08
8.09
8.10
8.11
8.12

Material
Surface
Adjustment
Support
Miscellaneous

25 - 45
< 100
< 20
< 200

dependent on the frequency, moreor lessinthe
optimum area (seefig.4)
• rearward or toward the operator for stopping
• forward or downward to lower
preferably vertical to the forearm
(not applicable with knobs)
warmth-isolating
smooth

accurate setting,
stepless or in small steps

2.5.2. Steering wheel
The forces that need to be exerted on the steering wheel depend on the diameter of the steering wheel, the transmission of the steering mechanism and the
friction of the bearings;at a high gearing ratio the speed of steering is reduced.
Theminimum diameter ofa steeringwheel should be400mm;atoo big steering
wheel makes the entrance to the work-space too difficult. The inclination between the steering column and the horizontal determines the maximum force
that can be exerted (DUPUIS; 1961).
The anthropometric data for a steering wheel are listedin table 10 (DUPUIS,
1955; DREYFUSS, 1960; DUPUIS, 1961; MCCORMICK, 1964).
20
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2.5.3. Foot-operated controls
The force to be exerted by the leg in a sitting position, is determined by the
angle between the upper leg and the lower leg, as well as by the angle between
the legand the symmetrical plane ofthe body. If the angle between thelower leg
and theupper legis 155°,on apedal-just infront of the body- maximum force
can be exerted. It is undesirable to design foot-operated controls too far from
the centerline; a distance of zero to 80-120 mm to the left or to the right of the
symmetrical plane is optimal (DUPUIS; 1955). The height of the pedal with
regard to the seat determines also themaximum exertable force;a location off
to the side is more unfavourable than an elevation of the seat.
In table 11 the anthropometric data for foot-operated controls are listed
a
b
(DUPUIS, 1955; DREYFUSS, 1960);the optimum areas are shown infig.4 and 4 .
2.5.4. Combine harvesters
In 1966and 1968data were collected regarding the steering forces, as well as
the forces for operating the clutch and the brake-pedal, of a number of combines. The force needed for operating the brake-pedal was determined at the
same speed deceleration.
The results of the studies are listed in table 9.
The steering wheels of the second series (Ti = l i ; T r = H) meet well the
requirements, those of the first series (Ti = 2 | ; T r = 2J) not. Except machine
Nr. 1- further on not taken into account - all combines were equipped with
power steering. The forces for steering are consequently (F s = 17N) low.
The forces for operating the clutch of the second series (F c = 230 N) meet
nearly the requirements;the forces needed in the first series (F c = 370 N) not,
they are far too high.
The forces for operating the brake-pedal of the second series (F b = 180 N)
meet well the requirements, whilst these forces are also too high (Fb = 350 N)
for the first series;all combines are equipped with mechanical braking systems.
TABLE 9. Turns of the steering wheel and the forces for operating the controls of combines
(1966: 1to 6; 1968: 7to 9).
Steering wheel
Machine
-Nr. 1
2
3a
4
5
6
7
8
9
Requirement

turns

Clutch

Brake

force (Fs)
(N)

force (Fc)
(N)

force (Fb)
(N)

400
380
400
400
280
380
300
200
200

380
280
300
450
300
400
200
180
150

100-200

100-200

left

right

3
1Ï
3
3
2
1Ï
Ü

2

H

Ü

li

li

130
20
15
16
13
15
16
16
23

li

Ü

10-50

if
3

2i
2

H

li
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TABLE 10. Anthropometric data for a steering wheel.
Code
9.01
9.02

Features

9.05
9.06
9.07

Shape
Dimensions (mm)
• steering wheel
• rim
Force(N)
Displacement
(maximum)
Location
Motion
Inclination (a)

9.08
9.09

Material
Surface

9.10
9.11
9.12

Adjustment
Support
Miscellaneous

9.03
9.04

Criteria
round
400-500
20- 50
10- 50
to theright : H turn
to theleft : 1J turn
in theoptimum area
clockwise = right
sitting :45°
standing : 90°
warmth-isolating
profiled andshaped to thehand, space
for thefingers in thelower side
telescopic
not wanted
none

TABLE 11. Anthropometric data for foot-operated controls.
Code

Criteria

Features
clutch

10.01
10.02

10.03
10.04
10.05

Shape
Dimensions(mm)
• length
• width
Force(N)
• optimum
Displacement(mm)
Location
• see figure 4
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10.06

Motion

10.07
10.08
10.09
10.10
10.11

Inclination
Material
Surface
Adjustment
Support

10.12

Miscellaneous

brake

accelerator

rectangular

rectangular

rectangular

5 0 - 75
100-120

5 0 - 75
100-120

175-200
75-100

100-200
80-100
left-foot
operated,
in the optimum area
forward and/or
downwardfor
disengagement
70°
solid
non-slipping

100-200
80-100
right-foot
operated,
in theoptimum area
forward and/or
downward for
stopping
70°
solid
non-slipping

-

-

Bent-up at
the side

Bent-up at
the side

-

-

3 0 - 50
< 40
right-foot
operated,
in theoptimum area
forward and/or
downward to
increase speed
70°
solid
non-slipping

—
-
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2.6. FREQUENCY

The work load of a man not only depends on body measurements, body
motions and forces, but also on the frequency and the sequence in which
different operations and movements have to be carried out. The data, collected
in measuring the operation frequency, indicate the priority of the lay-out of
controls; moreover, they are helpful to explain the operator's work load
(DUPUIS, 1955; DREYFUSS, 1960; MCCORMICK, 1964).
2.6.1. Controls
In operating a combine harvester a combination of factors - in particular:
crop, terrain, plot and machine - determines the operation frequency and causes
the reactions of man. In literature only one reference concerning the operation
frequency of a combine harvester was available (GLASOW and DUPUIS; 1960);
the results are listed in table 12.

TABLE 12. Operation frequency (n) during combining of a combine harvester (cutting width:
205cm).
Crop

n/min

Barley
predominantly laying, moderate weedy, smooth and wet soil, level terrain

3,88

Wheat
standing, not weedy, hard and dry soil, level terrain

2,06

The operation frequency of the header height control appears to be strongly
dependent upon the existing circumstances, in particular the condition of the
crop (standing or laying).The frequency of the reel position control is considerably less, namely 6 to 34 per hour. The operation frequencies of the header
height control, the reel control and the ground speed control are a good parameter for studying the qualities of the lay-out of a certain type of machine.
2.6.11. F r e q u e n c y - a n a l y s i s
In 1964 an investigation was carried out to study the frequency of control
operations of self-propelled combine harvesters in different crops.
The measurements were carried out during harvesting on straight, homogenous parts,
by counting the operating elements in coordination with a time study; interruptions
didnot occur.
Since the operation frequency of a number of controls - e.g. the adjustment of the
mowing and threshing mechanism - appears to be extremely low,specialattentionwas
paid to the header height control (Mh), the reel position control (Mr) and the ground
speed control (Ms).
The results of the studies are listed in table 13.
Meded. Landbouwhogeschool Wageningen 72-6(1972)
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TABLE 13. Operation frequency of combine harvesters.
Crop

Barley
80%*
Wheat
85%
Rye
90%
Barley
100%
Wheat
100%

Machine
- Nr. -

Measuredtime
- min -

Operations
Mh

Mr

Ms

Total
-n-

72
(31,7)
21
( 8,9)
39
(16,0)
86
(35,2)
42
(30,7)

38
(16,7)
27
(11,4)
50
(20,5)
10
(4,1)
30
(21,9)

227
(100,0)
236
(100,0)
244
(100,0)
244
(100,0)
137
(100,0)

6

123,44

117
(51,6)
188
(79,7)
155
(63,5)
148
(60,7)
65
(47,4)

Total

553,30

673
(61,7)

260
(24,0)

155
(14,3)

1088
(100,0)

1,21

0,47

0,28

1,97

2

58,58

2

71,49

y
3

123,34
a

n/min

176,45

Frequency
- n/min -

3,87
(100)
3,30
( 85)
1,98
( 51)
1,38
( 36)
1,11
( 30)

Condition of the crop (% standing) was estimated.

Of all controls the header height, the reel position and the ground speed
control are most important; the location and displacement of these controls
deserve priority in the design of the work-space lay-out.
The distribution of operation of these controls is:
- header height
61,7%
- reel position
24,0%
14,3%
- ground speed
With an increase ofthepercentagestandingtheoperationfrequency decreases.
In 1965 an investigation was carried out to study the time-interval between
two control operations and the operation frequency of the header height (M h ),
the reel position (Mr) and the ground speed control (Ms).
The results of these studies are listed in tables 14 and 15.
The results in table 14 show clearly, that time-intervals of 0-15 cmin (59%)
are predominant.
Based upon the results in table 15 it is possible to calculate the following
distribution:
- header height
74,1 %
- reel position
13,2%
12,7%
- ground speed
In view ofthe operation frequency found (table 13:1,97 per minute; table 15:
2,83 per minute), the use of an automatic header height control seems to give a
decrease of the work load (see chapter 5).
24
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TABLE 14. Time-interval between two control operations (in cmin).
Time-interval

Field A 1
- in % -

0- 5
6-10
11-15
16-20
21-25
26-30
31-35
36-40
41-45
>45

10
20
27
15
12
6
6
3
1

Field B 2
- in % -

Total
- in % 10
20
29
18
11
6
4
1
1

10
20
32
20
12
6

-

-

-

Machine: Nr. 2; crop: wheat (100%standing).
Machine: Nr. 6; crop: wheat (100%standing).
TABLE 15. Operation frequency (Field A, seeTable 14).
Machine
-Nr.-

Measuredtime
- min -

2

132,50

n/min

Crop

Wheat,
100%
standing

Operations
Mh

Mr

Ms

Total
-n-

278
(74,1)

50
(13,2)

47
(12,7)

375
(100,0)

2,11

0,38

0,36

2,83

Frequency
- n/min -

2,83

2.6.12. M.T.M.-analysis
If weknow the time needed for the motions and combine those with a certain
operation frequency, it is possible to relate them to the motions made, specific
for acertain work-spacelay-out, ontheonehand and the operating element time
ontheother.WithasystemofPredetermined-Motion-Time-Systems, i.e.M.T.M.
(Method-Time-Measurement), human activities are split up in basic work elements- for theeyes,hands,fingers,legsand arms- and describedbymeans of a
classified code. The work elements are provided with timevalues (in timemeasurement-unit or TMU), specific to a number of influencing factors (distance,weight, skill,object, etc.).Thecalculated timevalues canbeused to obtain
reliable data of the ergonomie quality of the lay-out of a certain machine
(MAYNARD; 1948).
From the results of the lay-out studies a detailed drawing was made of the switching
pattern. Then a motion-analysis wasmade of this task; difference wasmade to the kind
of motion and the appearing influencing factors. At last a timevalue (unit: 1TMU =
1 x 10"5h) was attached by means of a MTM-table.

From the results of the lay-out studies (2.4.3) and the frequency-analysis,
M.T.M.-analyses were used to establish the elemental time for each control.
Further the timevalues per minute werecalculated taking into account a ratio of
75.0-12.5-12.5 for the header height, the reel position and the ground speed
Meded. Landbouwhogeschool Wageningen 72-6 (1972)
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control. Moreover, the time was calculated for machines equipped with an
automatic header height control (ratio: 0.0-12.5-12.5).
The results are listed in table 16.

TABLE 16. M.T.M.-values, corrected with the operation frequency, for some controls of
combines (in TMU).
Machine

Time per element

Time per 100elements

-Nr. -

Mh

M,

Ms

Total

1
2
3a
3b
4
5
6
7
8
9

14.1
18.0
20.2
12.3
10.2
15.9
8.2
10.2
12.3
12.3

33.1
36.8
49.6
33.1
29.2
31.1
28.4
31.0
29.2
32.5

56.8
43.4
45.8
31.3
52.8
50.3
29.2
48.9
40.0
29.3

104.0
98.2
115.6
76.7
92.2
97.3
65.8
90.1
81.5
74.1

2181.25
2352.50
2707.50
1727.50
1790.00
2210.00
1335.00
1763.75
1787.50
1695.00

590.00
657.50
775.00
520.00
492.50
827.50
457.50
515.00
518.75
520.00

Average

13.4

33.4

42.8

89.5

1995.00

587.37

(75.0-12.5-12.5) (0.0-12.5-12.5)

Based upon the ratio used, the operating element time for the header height
control becomes relatively more important. The importance of a good location
for this control is already distinguished, as demonstrated in the small amount
of time (Th = 13.4 TMU) with regard to the reel position control (T r = 33.4
TMU) and the ground speed control (Ts = 42.8 TMU). Using a foot-operated
control (see: Nr. 5; location: at the end of the normal area of man) is less
suitable here. A small modification (Nr. 3 a : 2707.50 TMU; Nr. 3 b : 1727.50
TMU) leads to a favourable change (36%) in the operating element time; this
modification consists of grouping together header height, reel position and
ground speed control within thenormal area. Ifthemachines areequipped with
an automatic header height control (ratio: 0.0-12.5-12.5), less time is needed
(without:1995.00TMU;with:587.37TMU).Thereductioninoperating element
timeis 70%; the differences between the machines become less.
Fingertip control - header height, reel position and ground speed control
grouped together - opens favourable possibilities (see:Nr. 6, Nr. 9and Nr. 3b).
Anthropometric data for fingertip control arelistedintable 17 (DREYFUSS, 1960;
LAZET, 1967).

The M.T.M.-values for a combine harvester equipped with fingertip control
arelisted intable 18.
Fingertip control leads to a decrease of the operating element time of 53%,
resp. 61 %. If the machines are also equipped with an automatic header height
control, the element time is reduced by 75%.
26
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TABLE 17. Anthropometric data for fingertip control.
Code

Features

17.01
17.02

17.04
17.05

Shape
Dimensions (mm)
• length
• width
Force (N)
• optimum
Displacement (mm)
Location

17.06
17.07

Motion
Inclination

17.08
17.09
17.10
17.11
17.12

Material
Surface
Adjustment
Support
Miscellaneous

17.03

Criteria
square, rounded
12
12
5-8
10
in the optimum area
(see fig. 4)
only vertical
not required,
pressing surface horizontal
warmth-isolating
smooth.bent

-

TABLE 18. M.T.M.-values for a combineharvester equipped withfingertipcontrol (inTMU).
Time per element
Mh

Mr

Ms

9.2

9.2

9.2

Total

Timeper 100elements
(75.0.-12.5-12.5)

27.6

920.00

(0.0-12.5-12.5)
230.00

2.6.13. Design of c o n t r o l s
By means of differences in colour, dimensions or shape, controls can be
distinguished one from the other; related functions must be grouped together.
Universal symbols for operator controls are recommendable to avoid confusion
and to achieve faster perception and safety (CHAPANIS; 1963).
Universal symbols for operator controls of combine harvesters are recommended in the U.S.A. (ANON; 1967a); they are shown in figure 10.This recommendation is based upon the principle that a given location and direction of
movement of a control produces a consistent and expected effect; it is also
recommended that the effect of control movements must be clearly and permanently labeled, so the operator can determine the proper movement without
trial and error or reference to a manual ('foolproof').
2.6.2. Steering wheel
When steering a machine the movements of the steering wheel - next to the
force to be exerted - are loading components.
In 1966 and 1967 investigations were carried out to study the movements of
the steering wheel of combine harvesters in different crops.
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W AST

SLOW

GROUND SPEED

%3
HEADER

SPEED RANGE

REEL SPEED

'T-

REEL HEIGHT

^
CILINDER SPEED

-&

CONCAVE
ADJUSTMENT

PLATFORM HEIGHT

iAj
UNLOADING
AUGER

FIG. 10. Recommended universal symbols for some controls of the combine.

a. Equipment and method
The measurements werecarried out during combining on straight, homogenous parts,
byconnectingthesteeringwheelwithaprecisionpotentiometer(make:ELLETRONICA;
type: 510),which isconnected to a recorder (make: SANBORN; type: 321)in thefield
laboratory driving next to the machine.
In calibrating the steering angle, recorded by means of an oscillogram, is registered
by turningthesteeringwheel to the left and to the right in units of 1/6 of a turn. For an
accurate analyses it is necessary, that the deflection of the potentiometer is relatively
large.

b. Treatment
A numberofparallellines,correspondingwitheachunitwasdrawnontheoscillograms
obtained, based upon the calibrating. Byrecording in what division the top of a certain
deflection ofthesteeringwheellies,itispossibleto makea distribution of the frequencies
of the turns.

c. Results
Theresults of the measurements in 1966(crop:oats(100%standing);machine:Nr. 2)
and 1967(crop: wheat (100% standing); machines: Nr. 2 and Nr. 3a)are listed in table
19.During themeasurements wehavetried to work with the same ground speed and the
same stubble-height.
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TABLE 19. Movements of the steering wheel of combine harvesters (in %of total operating
time).
1966

1967

Tu rns

Left

Right

Total

Left

Right

Total

0 - 1/6
1/6- •2/6
2/6- 3/6
>3/6

40.0
34.6
17.5
7.9

39.4
30.9
23.9
5.8

39.7
32.8
20.7
6.8

36.5
32.3
20.0
11.2

37.4
37.0
18.7
6.9

37.0
34.7
19.3
9.0

The movements of the steering wheel of combine harvesters do not differ for
different crops. The movements have only a correcting character = ± (0-3/6
turn): 91.0-93.2%; accent: ± (0-2/6 turn): 71.7-72.5% = , at least in the
straight parts of the plots.

2.7. SUMMARY

The characteristics of the human body determine the location and displacement of the operating controls, as well as the forces to be exerted, the nature
and frequency of movements. Based upon the relevant measurements and
motions of the human body, the anthropometric data are given for designing
an optimum work-space lay-out of a combine harvester.
1. L a y - o u t s t u d i e s
To determine the location and displacement of the controls, as well as the
forces to be exerted, special measuring equipment and methods have been
developed.
The lay-out of the various machines appeared to differ considerably. With
the available anthropometric data canbecontributed to an improvement of the
existing work-space lay-outs;it is recommendable that frequently used controls
are located close to each other and within the normal area.
The forces needed for steering are low, because of the application of power
steering; theforces for operating theclutch and thebrake-pedal are too high for
the older combines, for the newer combines they meet the requirements.
2. F r e q u e n c y
The frequency with which different operations and movements have to be
carried out, determines mainly the operator's work load. Of all controls of selfpropelled combine harvesters the header height, reel position and ground speed
control are most important. The location and displacement of these controls
deservepriority in the design of thework-spacelay-out.Theoperation frequency
is not only important for indicating the priority in lay-out design, it is also a
Meded. Landbouwhogeschool Wageningen 72-6 (1972)
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goodparameter toexplaintheoperator's workload instudyingtheinfluenceof
a lay-out of a certain type of machine.
Basedupon theresultsof thelay-out studies and thefrequency-analysis, the
operating element time has been calculated by means of M.T.M.;fingertip
control isdesirable.
Withthedevelopedmeasuringequipmentandmethodsfor lay-outstudies,as
well as the formulated anthropometric data, it is possible - by providing an
optimum work-space lay-out, including a good posture - to contribute to a
decrease of the work load.
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3. P E R C E P T I O N

3.1. INTRODUCTION

Theperception of thecontinual stream of information, that a worker receives
from work-space andenvironment, takesplaceviathesenses,whichare sensitive
to specific impulses (MURRELL; 1965). For each of these senses the human body
commands perceptive sensations:sight, hearing, scent, taste and feeling, which
are specific for the physiological activity derived from a certain amount of
physical or chemical energy (HOCHBERG; 1964).
The reaction on the information depends upon the sense organ that is
stimulated, the strength of the stimulus and theplace where the stimulus arrives
(WOODWORTH; 1938). The average reaction time (RT) for various sensations is
listed in table 20 (DREYFUSS; 1960).
If adequately offered the RT of auditive signals varies from 140to 160msec,
for visual signals from 180to 200msec;the tactual reaction issomewhat shorter
( < 125msec)if the signalis offered at a sensitive place (SANDERS; 1967).
Based upon the knowledge of the nervous system the following model can be
given for perception (WOODWORTH, 1954; BEVAN, 1958; ATTNEAVE, 1959;
GAGNÉ, 1962; CHAPANIS, 1963; HOCHBERG, 1964; MURRELL, 1965):
Theobjects present ina work-space,stimulatethehuman nervoussystem by reflecting
the energies, that reach the sense organs (distal stimulation). The pattern of energy, that
reaches and stimulates the sense organs (e.g.electromagnetic and sound waves),iscalled
proximal stimulation. The sense organs (e.g.eyesand ears) transform the energies of the
proximal stimulation into neural impulses, which are transported to the central nervous
system. These neural impulses enter the central nervous system through the sensory
end organs, ultimately resulting in sensations (e.g. sight and hearing).

In order to realize a rapid and adequate perception the presentation of information has to meet the following requirements (WOODSON, 1960; CHAPANIS,
1963; MCCORMICK, 1964):

a. Perceptible by the sense organ;
b. Clearly detectable in the stream of information;
c. Detectable intensity.

TABLE 20. Reaction time for various sensations.
Sensation
visual
auditive
odor
warmth
cold
tactual
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Reaction time (msec)
190
125-215
290
220
200
170
31

Furtheron a certain relationship has to exist between stimulus and response
(FITTS; 1953), in order to achieve a simplicity of decision and action (ZANDER;

1965); a clockwise rotation of the steering wheel shall effect a right turn, etc.
(Table 10).

3.2. SIGHT

Sight plays an important role in man-task systems, since most information
enters the central nervous system via the eyes; moreover, most actions are
executed under optical control. With his eyes a human being cannot only observe colours and light, but also estimate the location, direction and speed of
moving objects (HOCHBERG; 1964).
3.2.1. General
The conversion of electromagnetic waves into neural impulses resulting in a
sight sensation, takes place on the retina, consisting of photosensitive coating
- rods and cones - and connecting cells. A type of light is characterised by the
spectral division of the occuring wavelengths. Within the visible spectrum
(range: 380-740 nm) each wavelength contributes to the sensation of colours
(MURRELL; 1965). The perception of visual information depends also upon the
object (speed and size), the environment (brightness and contrast) and the
distance between eyeand object. The sensation of sightisprimarily restricted by
the visual acuity, that can be corrected, and the visual field (LAZET; 1967).
3.2.2. Visualfield
The characteristics of the visual field are important to realize a rapid perception. The body posture when controlling a machine in a sitting position is also
determined by the visibility of the work, in which no fixed vision has to exist
(DREYFUSS; 1960). The visual field can be enlarged by body motions, which,
however, lead to loss in quality of the body posture (LAZET; 1967). They also
cause an increased work load and a decreased performance (SANDERS, 1963;
MCCORMICK, 1964).

In figure 11the visualfieldisgiven for the horizontal plane (DREYFUSS, 1960;
1964; LAZET, 1967; SANDERS, 1967).Three fields
are distinguished:
a. S t a t i o n a r y field (A)
This field, which iscovered effectively with pheripheral vision, can bejudged
at a glance;the visual acuity is quickly reduced in the periphery, but the system
is sensitive enough to detect moving objects. RT is relatively short at a visual
angle of 0° (SANDERS; 1967);an increasing angle causes an increase of RT.
b. E y e f i e l d ( B )
The field, where eyemovements are needed to complement peripheral vision.
In this field during an eye fixation at a high rate impressions are obtained concerning the nature and location of the objects within the periphery, which is
SANDERS, 1963; MCCORMICK,
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-85°

-150

FIG. 11. Visual field (horizontal
plane).
A - stationary field
B - eyefield
C - headfield

+150

verified by eyemovements, continuously testing these impressions and hypotheses formed previously,
c. Headfield (C)
Thefield,whereheadmovementsarerequiredtogetaminimumRTforthese
conditions. In thisfieldno impressions can be obtained and a re-orientation
implies a completely newpercept.

FIG. 12. Visualfield(verticalplane).
A - upper limit
B - view angle (standing)
C - view angle (sitting)
D - optimum view angle
E - lower limit
Meded. Landbouwhogeschool Wageningen 72-6 (1972)
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A transition from one fieldtoanother isattended with aconsiderable change
in RT. Anincrease inthe amount ofinformation and the need formore complexjudgements, reduce the stationary field and theeyefield (LAZET; 1967).
In figure 12 the visual field isgiven forthe vertical plane (DREYFUSS, 1960;
LAZET, 1967). Theupper limit of the visual field is 50° (A). Fora standing,
respectively a sitting position, the RT is small at visual angles of 10° (B),
respectively 15°(C);thereaction isrelatively optimalatavisual angle of30°(D)
for adistance of 3000mm between eyeand object (DREYFUSS; 1960).An increasingview angle causes a decreasing steering accuracy andan increasing work
load (CHAPANIS, 1963;MCCORMICK, 1964).The lower limit is 70° (E).
3.2.3. Combine harvesters
Based upon visual information obtained from crop (e.g. standing, weed and
obstacles), terrain (e.g.unevennesses and obstacles) and plot (e.g.sizeand
shape)the operator ofacombine regulates theground speedtorealizea constant
product flowtothe conveyor chain. Moreover, the operator regulates the direction of movement of the machine to realize a maximum utilization ofthe
working width aswell astoachieve acertain stubble-height.
It isnecessary toobtain information from the feed table augerjust in front of
the conveyor chain and ofthe separation from the previously cut swath. Inthe
horizontal visualfielditisnecessary that the information becomes visible within
the stationary field (fig.11: A), where even moving objects can bedetectedby
the peripheral system. It is desirable, because of the relatively short RTata
visual angle of0° and the decrease ofthe stationary field and eyefield inmore
complex tasks. Inthe vertical visual field itisnecessary that the information is
visible under optimum conditions namely ata view angle of 30°anda direct
distance of3000mm (vertically: 1500mm;horizontally:2600mm) between eye
and object.

TABLE 21. Location of the cutterbar on combines.
Machine
- Nr. -

vertical

- in ° -

1810
1920
1340
1290
1520
1455
1570
1710
1895

3265
3520
3255
3280
2945
2940
3315
3285
2990

61,0
62,0
68,0
69,0
63,0
64,0
64,5
62,5
57,5

3590

1612

3199

63,5

3000

2600

1500

30,0

direct

horizontal

1
2
3»
4
5
6
7
8
9

3735
4000
3520
3525
3320
3290
3670
3710
3545

Average
Requirement
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view angle

distance inmm
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In 1966and 1968(2.4.3)data werecollected about thelocation and visibility
of the cutterbar on a number of combine harvesters.The results are shown in
table 21,fig.13andfig.14.
Baseduponabodyheightof175,0cm(50thpercentile)andnobodyassistance
applied, the results of the studies lead to the following conclusions:
Inthehorizontalplane(fig. 13)thecentreofthecutterbarislocatedatavisual
angle ofnearly0°,whichisfavourable;agreatpartofthecutterbar canbeseen
from the stationaryfield(A). On two machines (Nr.:6and 8)thecentreof the
cutterbar islocatedeccentrically, sotheoperator getsabetterimpression ofthe
separation from the previously cut swath. The horizontal distance (Dh =
1612mm)betweeneyeandcutterbarissmall,whichappearstobeanadvantage.
In the vertical plane (fig. 14) the average view angle (a = 63,5°) differs so
much from the optimum, that the lower limit of the visualfieldis being approached. The direct distance (Dd = 3590 mm) between eye and cutterbar
clearly is too far, which is caused mainly by the vertical distance (Dv = 3199
mm), which istoo large.
Improvement of the visibility ispossible by reduction of theview angle and
thevertical distance. Thedesigner must lower the operator's platform to bring
itcloser to thefield.Because ofthelocation oftheoperator's platform onpresent machines - above theconveyor chain- this construction willgive difficulties:themotions oftheconveyorchainarereduced,sincemoredustiscirculat+150'

/
FIG. 13. Visibility of the cutterbar on combines (horizontal plane).
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FIG. 14. Visibility of the cutterbar on combines (vertical plane).
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ing around the operator. An eccentric location of the operator's platform offers
more favourable possibilities, since the platform can be located next to the conveyor chain and closer to the field.
It is necessary that a self-propelled combine harvester is equipped with
windows to make controlling the fillings of the grain tank more simple.

3.3. HEARING

Communication between man and task, as well as between men mutually,
takesplacethrough hearing,in whichvariationsofpressureactasamedium.The
physical properties of sound are frequency (in Hz), sound pressure level(in dB)
and duration of the exposure.
3.3.1. General
The function of the ear isto convert sound wavesinto neural signals,that can
be transmitted to the brain. Sound waves impinge on the outer ear and cause
the ear-drum or tympanic membrane to vibrate. The tympanic membrane
actuates alever system ofvery small bones, the auditory ossicles,situated in the
air-filled cavity of the middle ear. The third ossicle sets up vibrations in fluid
andcertain structures contained in acomplex system ofcoiledcanals inthe bone
oftheskull,known astheinner ear.Thesecanalsincludethesemicircular canals,
concerned withbalance, and the cochlea, in which the organs are situated where
mechanical vibrations set up nerve impulses in the fibres of the auditory nerve
(MURRELL; 1965).
The ears are capable of making a frequency analysis (PLOMP; 1965) and of
detecting periodicities (RITSMA; 1965). A man can detect pure tones between
20and 20.000 Hz, dependent on the age; ear sentivity isleast at low frequencies
and increases to reach its maximum at above 1.200 Hz (MURRELL; 1965). The
risk of deafness and damage of the ear is therefore not uniform over the whole
frequency spectrum but appears to reach a maximum with sounds between
3.000 and 4.000 Hz.
The range of values of sound pressure is inconveniently large for normal
arithmetical expression. For this reason and taking into account the structure of
the hearing mechanism, it has become customary to express the magnitude by
means of a logarithmic scale.
Sound pressure (in decibel or dB), is defined as follows:
n dB = 20. log P n /P 0
(1)
In this equation P n is the effective value (r.m.s.-value) of the sound pressure
at a point (in N/m 2 ) and P 0 is the effective value (r.m.s.-value) of the reference
sound pressure in the air (2 x 1 0 - 5 N/m 2 ).
3.3.2. Sound measurements
The basic instrument for an objective measurement of sound is known as the
sound levelmeter. It consists of a microphone, an amplifier and some indicating
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device, normally a meter which gives visible readings (in dB) on a scale. The
sound level meter has to meet international requirements (I.E.C.; 1961); the
measuring procedure has been standardized (I.S.O.; 1964).
Mostly, the sound level meter incorporates electrical circuits known as
weighing networks. These provide for various sensitivity to sounds of different
frequencies, in order to simulate the characteristics of the sensitivity of the ear.
These characteristics known as A-, B- or C-scale operating conditions, can be
selected on the sound level meter; measurements with a weighed response, e.g.
sound level A, are expressed as dBA. Least sensitivity isprovided at frequencies
in the A-scale, highest in the C-scale, in order to simulate the sensitivity of the
human ear for different intensities of sound. For many purposes the statement
of the total, or overall sound pressure or intensity is not enough. Sound has to
be investigated in detail from the point of view of mechanical considerations,
annoyance or potential damage to hearing and in such cases examination of the
distribution of intensity in the frequency spectrum must be undertaken.
A draft set of empirical curves relates octave band sound pressure level to the
centre frequency of the octave bands, each of which is characterised by a 'noise
rating' (in NR), which is numerically equal to the sound pressure level at the
intersection with the ordinate at 1.000Hz. The 'noise rating' of agivennoiseis
found by plotting the octave band spectrum on the same diagram and selecting
the highest noise rating curve to which the spectrum is tangent (I.S.O.; 1961).
3.3.3. Effects of sound
Depending on frequency, sound pressure level and duration of the exposure,
sound has an annoying to damaging effect. Serious hearing losses are mostly of
a permanent nature and irreversible. It has been generally accepted at the
moment that a permanent exposure to sound pressure levels of 85dB and more
necessitates protection of the ears to avoid damage (JANSEN, 1962; LEHMANN,
1962; GRANDJEAN, 1963; BRUNET and LAVIEUVILLE, 1966; LEHMANN, 1967). A
production of sound exceeding the limit of NR 80 and lasting for more than
five hours daily might have damaging effects on the hearing in the long run
(I.S.O.; 1961).
Experimental psychologists have for many years been interested in the effects
of sound on work, and laboratory investigations designed to elucidate these
problems have been pursued for more than forty years. In general, the effect of
noise isnot a reduction of the speed at which work iscarried out, but a decrease
of accuracy; in particular tasks, asking a high concentration for a longer period
(BROADBENT; 1958). In general, sound levels with high frequencies are more
affecting than those with low frequencies (BROADBENT; 1954).
Protection is by technical means (machines making less sound, isolation of
the sound source, reduction of sound transmission and application of acoustic
interference) or personal means (larger distances between source and man, ear
protection bywearingsomeform ofplugsinthe ear canal, or external cups usually known as ear muffs) (ZANDER; 1965).One of themost common methods to
solvethe sound problem isthe enclosure ofthe source,aswellas the application
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of an enclosed cabin, to reduce the sound level to bearable levels (HUANG and
CHEN; 1969); when using a cabin the sound pressure level in the work-space is
determined by the attachment of the cabin, in particular: the avoidance of
sound transmission, and the quality of the isolation material.
3.3.4. Combine harvesters
Bythefunctioning of theengine and other parts ofthemachine, in particular:
the threshing mechanism, the operators of combines are submitted to sound.
In literature some results are mentioned of research regarding the sound
pressure levels of combines, measured at ear level.
It appears from research in the Netherlands (ANON; 1967"), that for sixmachines - all equipped with water-cooled diesel engines; engine power: 87-110
h.p. - the average sound pressure level was 97,7 dB, respectively 89,0 dB A ; for
the same group of machines the average Noise Rating Number amounted to
85,3 (table 22).
From research in England (MATTHEWS; 1967) it appeared, that the average
sound pressure level for fifteen machines was 91,8 dBA (table 23).
From these studies the conclusion can be made, that - measured at the
operator's ear - the sound pressure level of combines is too high.

TABLE 22. Sound pressure levels of combines (ANON; 1967").
Sound pressure level
Machine

- in dB -

- in dB A -

96,5
96,0
99,5
97,5
97,0
99,5

BM-Volvo '
2
Claas
2
Clayson
John-Deere 2
2
Laverda
3
M.F.

87,0
88,0
87,0
93,0
89,0
90,0

Noise Rating Number
- in N R -

85,0
84,0
83,0
85,5
85,5
86,5

1

Engine located under the grain tank, behind the front axle.
Engine located behind the grain tank.
3
Engine located in front of the grain tank and next to the operator.
2

TABLE 23. Sound pressure levels of combines(MATTHEWS; 1967).

Group A
Group B
Group C

Working width

Engine power

- in feet -

- in b.h.p. -

6-10
10
12

24-45
65-80
85-94
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Sound pressure level
in dB A -

92
91
90
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(i) Effect of cabin
In 1967 sound measurements were carried out to study the effect of a cabin
(attachment: screwed on the operator's platform, without absorbing material;
isolation material:none) on a self-propelled combine harvester. By means of a
sound pressure level analyser (make: PEEKEL; type: GRA) the sound was measured, at the operator's ear, on a machine (Nr.: 3 a ; working width: 18 feet),
equipped with a water-cooled diesel engine (location: behind the grain tank). In
fig. 15 the machine is shown with a cabin.
The results of these measurements (fig. 16) show, that a cabin on a combine
(Noise Rating Number: 80) did not lead to an important decline of the sound
pressure level,compared with a combine without cabin (Noise Rating Number:
83).

FIG. 15. Self-propelled combine harvester with a cabin.
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F I G . 16. Sound pressure level of combines.

(ii) Effect of ground speed
In 1968sound measurements werecarried out to study the effect of ground
speed during combining and during unloading.
The results are listed in table24.
Fromthisstudywemayconclude,that- measuredattheoperator's ear- the
sound pressure level of thesemachines istoo high. Moreover, it appeared that
the ground speed during combining did not influence the sound pressurelevel.
TABLE 24. Sound pressure levels of combines.
Sound pressure level (in dB)

Ground speed (km/h)
2,5
3,5
4,5
5,5

105
105
105
105

103
103
103
103

Unloading

99

101
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3.4. SCENT ANDTASTE

From anergonomiepoint ofview scent andtaste are less important, because
only a small number of actions appeals specifically to these senses. Physical
variables of the operator's environment maybe broken down into the major
areas ofcarbon monoxide - ifequipped with petrol engines - anddust.
3.4.1. Carbon monoxide
Carbon monixide- asaresultofanincomplete combustion- willbe absorbed
rapidly bythe hemoglobin inthe bloodstream, resulting inanoxygen deficiency
which may atfirst beunnoticed bytheindividual. The initial symptoms ofcarbon monoxide poisoning are headache, dizziness or nausea, accompanied by
reduced attention, difficulty with concentration andretention, slight muscular
incoordination anda mental andphysical lethargy;further exposure maylead
to collapse oreven death. Exposure for several hours to a small concentration
of 0,01 per cent (100ppm),has noperceptible effects. However, itshould notbe
continued over long periods of time. It is recommended that 0,003% CO
(30 ppm) is used as the standard limit for a long term exposure. For shorter
exposure terms higher concentrations arepermitted (MCFARLAND; 1953).
The need for a routine inspection of work-spaces andpersonnel, as well as
instruction ofpersonnel, inprecautions inthe presence ofcarbon monixidecan
never be overemphasized, but environmental control and design for adequate
protection are indispensable. Agents that cannot beeliminated atthe source can
be reduced in intensity by ventilation and personal protective equipment. An
effective procedure istouselocal exhaust ventilation systems, e.g.the exhaust
outlet (MORGAN, et. al.; 1963).Work remains tobe done oninvestigating alternative positions forthe exhaust outlet andthe effect onoperator's environment;
a poor outlet - in construction and direction - can create serious dangers
(ZANDER; 1965). The ideal isthecomplete enclosure ofthe process generating
the contaminant.
3.4.2. Dust
During combine harvesting dust is created, that whirls around the machine
and may be inhaled by the operator. Next to the danger for the operator's
health, dust is very annoying andit influences theoperator's performance. In
the Netherlands* a dust concentration of 15mg/m 3 ofairisthought to be the
maximum permissible.
In England measurements were made ofdust concentrations oncombinesof
7,2 to 21,6 mg/m 3 ofair (MATTHEWS; 1967). FIER and MCCONVILLE measured
the average dust concentration on combines in Minnesota and found 18,0
mg/m 3 ofair. They recommended theuseofacabin andtheuseoffiltersinthe
cab ventilation system (FIER and MCCONVILLE; 1966).

* personal communication
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In 1967the author measured the dust concentrations on a combine (Nr.:3 a );
for a part of the tests the machine was equipped with a cabin.

a. Equipment and method
The dust concentration ofthe airaround theoperator wasmeasured bymeans oftwo
aluminium filterholders - ontheleft andright sides ofthe operator's chest -, inwhich
paperholders werefixed.Before samplingthefilters wereweighedinthelaboratory under
known conditions oftemperature and humidity ofthe air;during sampling a registered
quantity ofairwas sucked through thefilters.After sampling thefilterswere weighedin
the laboratory under thesame conditions asbefore; thedifference inweight isthedust,
remaining behind onthe filters.
From the weight ofthe dust and thequantity ofair sucked through thefiltersthedust
concentration - inmg/m3 ofair- wascalculated. After weighing the dust ofthe leftand
right sidewasputtogether fordetermining the percentage ofquartz.

b. Test conditions
The measurements were made during harvesting winterwheat (condition: 100%
standing; humidity: 19,0%) ataground speed of4,5km/h. During sampling4 x 200m
ontheleft sideand therightsideoftheplot wereharvested. Duringallteststhewindblew
inthe longitudinal direction ofthe plot, sothat harvesting took placeoncewith and once
against thedirection ofthe wind (airvelocity: 3 m/sec).
The results ofthe study arelisted intable25.

TABLE 25. Dust intheairaround anoperator ofcombines (with andwithout cabin).

Without cabin
With cabin

Concentration
- inmg/m3 ofair-

Quartz percentage
ofdust sample

149
10

2,37 (100)
9,67(408)

The results show that the use of a cabin reduced the dust concentration considerably. The difference in quartz percentage in these samples is remarkable;
this can be explained by the difference in specific gravity and the size of the
particles. The smaller particles can penetrate better into the cabin and remain
present.
In 1968 the author measured the dust concentrations of two combines
(Nr.: 3 a and 3b) in different crops.
a. T e s t c o n d i t i o n s
With both machines the measurements were made during harvesting springbarley
(condition:40%standing;humidity:18,6%)andwinterwheat(condition: 100%standing;
humidity: 21,0%)ataground speedof4,5km/h. Duringsampling4 x 200monthe left
side andtheright side ofthe plot were harvested. During alltests thewind blew in the
longitudinal direction of theplots, so that harvesting took place once with and once
against thedirection ofthe wind; thewind velocity was5m/sec, respectively 4m/secin
springbarley, respectively winterwheat.
The results are listedintable26.
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TABLE 26. Dust in the air around an operator of combines (harvesting barley and wheat).
Machine
-Nr. -

3»
3b

Concentration
- in mg/m 3 of air barley
122
40

wheat
304
118

Quartz percentage
barley

wheat

4,93
7,56

4,00
1,74

Based upon the results of this experiment we can conclude, that during
harvesting springbarley less dust (40-122 mg/m 3 of air) is circulating around
the operator than during harvesting winterwheat (118-304 mg/m 3 of air).
Examined inthesamecrops wecan determine differences of 30to40%in dust
concentrations between the machines investigated, in favour of machine Nr. 3 b .
This can be explained by the technical set-up of this machine, where the operator's head isfar above the grain tank and more in the fresh air. In consequence,
the filterintakes on this machine have a higher and better position.
Summarizing the results of these experiments wecan conclude, that the dust
concentration in the air around operators of self-propelled combine harvesters
isexceeding thepermissible limit of 15mg/m 3 of air. It isevident that the figures
mentioned are only related to the quantities of air to be inhaled; with respect
to the duration of the harvesting period the possibility of developing silicosis
must be considered to be low.
Protection of the operator of a combine is possible by ventilation (blowing
away or sucking off the particles) and personal protective equipment. The ideal
concept is the enclosure of the operator in a cabin with a small over-pressure,
so that particles cannot penetrate into the work-space.

3.5. FEELING

Though rather little operational information is entering the central nervous
system through feeling, in detecting mechanical vibrations it has much impact
on the operator's health and performance.
3.5.1. General
Feeling is a collective term for the senses of touch, pain, temperature, pressure, position and movement. There are various modalities of feeling
(JONGBLOED; 1954);the sensitivenerveendings are not diffusely spread over the
entire body area, but they are located at certain points of the body (MURRELL;
1965).Aspecificsenseorganfor mechanicalvibrationismissing (KEIDEL; 1956).
A human being is capable of perceiving vibrations of 0,5 Hz till 100 Hz, and
even 10.000 Hz at high intensities. Low frequencies with large amplitudes are
perceived by means ofdepth sensibility (SOLIMAN; 1968), for this there are sense
organs in the muscles, tendons and joints (HOCHBERG; 1964). Accelerations of
44
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the whole body are detected by a balancing organ, that is located in the inner
ear; the neural impulses of this organ are transported to the central mechanism.
Semicircular canals in the inner ear are used for the perception of angular
accelerations ofthe head. Higher frequencies areperceived by tactual sensations
in the hairless parts of the skin (JONGBLOED; 1954).
3.5.2. Mechanical vibrations
By unevenness of terrain and road surface, the profile of the tyres and functioningoftheengineand other parts ofthemachine,the operators are submitted
to mechanical vibrations. Vibrations willbe transmitted to a man through those
parts of his body in contact with the source of vibration, usually the buttocks,
thehands,armsand feet. Sometimes thehands or arms onlyareunder vibration,
in other cases the whole body. The impact of mechanical vibrations can differ
from some annoyance toperformance degradation and damage toman's health.
3.5.21. P a r a m e t e r s
Vibration ischaracterized by a more or lessregular swinging around a certain
equilibrium. Six components of vibrations can be distinguished, see fig. 17; in
the direction of the coordinate axis (X-axis: back-chest; Y-axis: shouldershoulder; Z-axis: foot-head) are translations, around one of the axis are rotations (I.S.O.; 1967). About the significance of translations much is known, in
contrast with rotations;the movements in the direction of the Z-axis are mostly
investigated (MATTHEWS, 1964; DUPUIS, 1969).
A simple harmonic motion is described by the projection of the motion of a
point moving round acircleat aconstant rate;theequation for the displacement
(x) is:

- X

+Y

-Y

+X

FIG. 17. System of coordinates for mechanical vibrations (I.S.O.; 1967).
X-axis: back-chest
Y-axis: shoulder-shoulder
Z-axis: foot-head
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x = A . sin (w.t + <p)
inwhich:

(2)

x = displacement of the point
A = amplitude or maximum displacement
with respect to the equilibrium
w = angular velocity
t = time
<p = phase-angle

The equation for the velocity (x), the first derivative of displacement, is:
x = A . w . cos (to.t + 9)

(3)

The equation for the acceleration (X),the second derivative of displacement, is:
X= —A .w2 .sin (co.t + 9)

(4)

Xmax = A . CÛ2

(5)

The equation for the angular velocity («), expressed in radiants per second, is:

(6)

w = -~Y~
Each cycle will occupy a finite interval of time (T); the reciprocal of this
period is called frequency (f), the unit is the hertz (Hz) or cycles per second
(c.p.s.). The equation for maximum acceleration (5), modified by substituting
the angular velocity (6) and the cycle-time (T), is:
xmax = A .f2 .(2.7t)2
2

x max ** 40 . A .f

(7)
(8)

Each vibration is characterized by a frequency (f) and an amplitude (A), in
whichtherelation between them isexpressed asan acceleration (X). The acceleration isdetermined inm/sec2 or ing-value,inwhich gisthe gravitational acceleration; the magnitude of the vibration should be expressed as a root-meansquare (r.m.s.) value (I.S.O.; 1968). Since perceptibility, effect and impact of
mechanical vibrations depend on the frequency, when measuring vibrations a
frequency-analysis has to be made (DIECKMANN, 1957; I.S.O., 1968; DUPUIS,
1969). Most vibrations in practice are non-harmonical, but by means of a
Fourrier-analysis every periodical motion can be transformed arithmetically
into a superposition of a number of sinusoidal components and a constant term
(VAN SANTEN, 1950; DEN HARTOG, 1956).
3.5.22. Effects
The human body may be considered as a very complicated system of masses,
elasticities and viscous dampers, each connected to the other (COERMANN;
1963). The various body parts are elastically coupled by bones, muscles and
ligaments. Resonances occur in the body when it is exposed to a vibration en46
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vironment of critical combinations of frequencies (BERTHOZ, 1966; DUPUIS,
1969).
Although a general model covering thebody's response toa wide rangeof
frequencies is available (COERMANN; 1963), a simplified, lumped-parameter
model has been found satisfactory within the rangeof1 Hzto70Hz.Itisinthis
range that theenergies ofvibrations from vehicle sources arelikely tobe most
important toman. Forthehuman body alarge number ofnatural frequencies
for mechanical vibrations inthe vertical direction (Z-axis) areknown (table 27).
For therange of3 Hzto6Hzespecially theperipheral blood circulationis
sensitive (COERMANN,et.al.;1965),whilstintherangeof13 Hz to 30Hz troubles
in speaking occur (MAGID, et. al.; 1960).For vibrations inthe horizontal direction (X-axis) thenatural frequency ofthe human body liesintherange of1 Hz
to 3Hz(DIECKMANN; 1958);at2Hzthehead makes nodding movementsand
above 5Hzmost ofthe motion ofthe head is vertical.
About thesignificance ofvibrations inthedirection oftheY-axis itisonly
known, that the head comes into resonance at1,5Hz(HORNICK, et.al.; 1961).
Summarizing, itisevident that the human body ismost sensitive tomechanical vibrations within therange of2Hzto6 Hz.
During recent years special attention hasbeen paid tovarious body deficiencies andinfirmities, related to exposure to mechanical vibrations. However,
until now criteria have notbeen available tojudge whether ornot theseinfluences can cause damage to man's health; moreover, thechronic effect of
vibrations can be determined only after alongperiod oftime.Itappears that the
back (LAVAULT; 1961), the spine (FISHBEIN and SALTER, 1950; ROSEGGERand
ROSEGGER, 1960; ZIMMERMAN, 1966)andthestomach (ROSEGGERand ROSEGGER,
1960; KUBICK, 1966)aresensitive. Danger is present foryoung people (CHRIST
and DUPUIS, 1963; DUPUIS and CHRIST, 1968; DUPUIS, 1969)and women
(FREUNDORFER; 1964).
Performances are influenced bymechanical vibrations; the major effects of
TABLE 27. Natural frequency ofbodypartsformechanical vibrationsinthevertical direction.
Body part
Head
Body

Natural frequency
- inHz -

Author

20-30
4-6

DIECKMANN
DIECKMANN

4-6

GUIGNARD
COERMANN

(1957)
(1957)

SCHMITZ and SIMONS (1959)

Heart
Stomach
Spine
Entrails
Hand-arm
system

4-5
3,5-4
3-7
5
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(I960)
(1965)

DUPUIS and CHRIST (1966)
DUPUIS and CHRIST (1966)
CHRIST and DUPUIS (1966)

COERMANN
DIECKMANN

(1965)
(1963)
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physiologically tolerable accelerative forces arethose associated with visualand
motor performances. Theevidence available regarding effects on thought process, decision-making, andthelike aresofarnotsufficient to draw conclusions.
Visual acuity - i.e.: the ability of the eyes to resolve details - is affected by
moderate g-values ( M O R G A N , et. al.; 1963), in particular at frequencies round
4 H z (COERMANN and LANGE; 1962) andround 30Hz,aswell asintherange of
40 H zto 70H z ( D R A Z I N , 1960; GUIGNARD, 1960), thevisual acuity canbeimpaired. Because visual acuity decreases with increasing acceleration, it canbe
expected that an operator subjected to vibrations may commit errors in instrument reading. In 'scale reading' many errors andmistakes arefound inthe
range of 3 H z to 4 Hz ( D R A Z I N ; 1962).
Submitted to mechanical vibrations a human being is loaded by correcting
body posture, pursuit motions andextra concentration inperception, causingan
increasing R T , uncontrolled movements and performance degradation. Notwithstanding thefact that theresults ofthe various investigations differ to some
extent, there is agreement on the point, that compensatory tracking ability in
the range of 1 Hzto 30H z decreases with an increasing acceleration and duration of the exposure (FRAZER, et. al., 1961; SCHMITZ, et. al., 1961; H O R N I C K ,

1962).
Summarizing, the tests of performance degradation either during or after
periods of mechanical vibration, show a very definite, although not alarming,
loss of capability (MATTHEWS; 1967).
3.5.23. I m p a c t
The range offrequencies, in which annoyance bymechanical vibrations takes
place, extends from 0,5 H z till 100H z ( T E N CATE, 1966;D U P U I S , 1969). A t
lower frequencies airandseasickness occur; frequencies above 100Hz usually
not occur in practice.
With respect to the impact of mechanical vibrations on human beings, we
have to distinguish objective, measurable characteristics and subjective sensations. The first category consits ofdirection, frequency, magnitude and duration
of the vibration; thesecond of the magnitude ofthe perceptibility atthe moment
and theannoyance. The level ofvibration that canbetolerated byan individual
can only be determined in a subjective way. Measurements of objectively
determinable phenomena do not provide a satisfactory base (TEN CATE; 1966).
Various authors have recommended threshold values for perceptibility, comfort, annoyance and safety (REIHER and MEISTER, 1931 ; MEISTER, 1935; ZELLER,
1949; SPERLING and BETZHOLD, 1956; DIECKMANN, 1957; G O L D M A N and VON

GIERKE, 1961; V.D.I., 1963; I.S.O., 1968; SOLIMAN, 1968). F o reach frequency
a certain point can be indicated, where a certain annoyance is attained; in a
frequency-acceleration diagram, these points form a curve, representing equal
vibration perceptibility or sensation. Thedegree of hindrance canbe indicated,
like : just noticeable, annoying, etc.; it can also be indicated by figures. The
figures and related degrees of hindrance together build a scale of intensity.
The first studies regarding the impact of mechanical vibrations were carried
48
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FIG. 18. Sensibility of standing individuals to vertical vibrations (REIHER and MEISTER; 1931).

out bysubmitting standingpersons to vertical,harmonic vibrations (REIHER and
MEISTER, 1931; MEISTER, 1935). They classified the vibration into six zones as
shown in figure 18.It appears from the diagram that at low frequencies, as well
as at higher degrees of hindrance, the acceleration is the indicator; at higher
frequencies this is the velocity.
Curves of equal sensation to vibrations (K-value) were elaborated by
DIECKMANN (1957); the values are listed in table 28.
Based upon the K-values an intensity scale was prepared (table 29).
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TABLE 28. Definition of the K-value (DIECKMANN; 1957).
Frequency range

K-value

f<
5 Hz
5 < f < 40 Hz
40 < f < 100 Hz

a.f2
5.a. f
200. a

TABLE 29. K-values for people subjected to vibrations (DIECKMANN; 1957).
K-value
0,1
0,1-0,3
0,3-1
1-3
3-10
10-30
30-100
> 100

Classification
Threshold value, vibration just perceptible
Just perceptible, scarcely unpleasant, easily
bearable
Easily noticeable, moderately unpleasant, if
lasting over an hour, bearable
Strongly noticeable, very unpleasant if lasting
an hour, still bearable
Unpleasant, can be tolerated an hour, not
tolerated more than an hour
Very unpleasant, cannot be tolerated more
than 10 minutes
Extremely unpleasant, not tolerable more than
1 minute
Intolerable

Work
not affected
not affected
still not affected
affected, but possible
considerably affected, still possible
barely possible
impossible
impossible

A number of curves, representing equal sensation from vertical vibrations,
are shown in figure 19.
Based upon DIECKMANN'S work a correlation between the measurable, objectivecharacteristics and the subjective hindrance experienced has been effected
in a Recommendation (V.D.I.; 1963). Of practical importance is the relation
between the K-value and the manner in which the hindrance can be endured
under different conditions, as listed in table 30.
A number ofcurves of equal K-values are shown infigure20.It appears from
this diagram that for frequencies up to 5Hz the K-value is proportional to the
acceleration. From 10Hz the K-value isproportional to the velocity. The range
of 5Hz to 10Hzisindicated byaninterrupted curve,because ofsome uncertainty about the relation in this range.
For the vibration exposure as a function of frequency, in which, asa basis for
judging the exposure time for the normal daily working time of eight hours has
to be considered, criteria have been proposed (I.S.O.; 1968); the weighing
curves are shown in figure 21. These curves fall in the range from 0,5 Hz to
4,0 Hz at the rate of y/l/f; in the range from 4,0 Hz to 8,0 Hz the curve is flat
and in the range from 8,0 Hz to 90 Hz it increases proportionally to f.
50
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FIG. 19. Curves of equal sensation from vertical vibrations (DIECKMANN; 1957).

With respect to the impact of mechanical vibrations it has generally been
accepted, that the experienced vibration sensation varies with the frequency.
About theincline of the curves oftolerable intensities inthelowfrequency range
there is unanimity between the authors cited (TEN CATE; 1966). Based upon the
data in table 30,as well as present state of technology and the data determined
in practice (DUPUIS, 1964; SJ0FLOT and DUPUIS, 1968), it is necessary that the
value K = 4 of the VDI-Recommendation is not exceeded in designing the
operator's platform of farm machinery.
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TABLE 30. K-values and classification for various conditions (V.D.I.; 1963).
K-value

Level

Conditions

A
0,1

Classification
imperceptible

(Threshold value)
B

barely perceptible

0,25
C

Stayinhouseswithshort orwithout interruption1

perceptible

D

Stay in houses with long interruptions2

well perceptible

E

Physical work without interruptions

strongly perceptible

F

Physical work with short interruptions

very

G

Physical work with long interruptions;
driving in vehicles over longer periods

strongly

Driving in vehicles over shorter periods

perceptible

0,63
1,6
4
10
25
H
63
I
1

Short interruption - Interruption (lasting about 10 minutes), in which the ratio interval/
exposure period is0,1;
2
Long interruption - Interruption (at least 60minutes),in which theratio interval/exposure
period is between 0,1 and 1,0.

3.5.24. P r o t e c t i o n
Protection against mechanical vibrations is of a technical nature (reduction
and isolation of the vibration source, reduction of the vibration transmission)
or of a personal nature (cushions, suspension seat or suspended cabin).
Desirable suspension characteristics have been summarized (DUPUIS and
HÄRTUNG, 1966; LASSER, 1966; DUPUIS, 1967; ZANDER and VAN DER HORST,

1967).As the human body ismost sensitive to vibrations in the frequency range
from 2 Hz to 6 Hz, this type of vibrations has to be avoided; so the natural
frequency of a seat has to beless than 2Hz (BERTHOZ, 1966; BJERNINGER, 1966;
DUPUIS, 1967). Moreover, the value K = 4 isnot or only barely permitted to be
exceeded, whilst only movements in vertical direction are permitted to be
executed (DIECKMANN; 1957). By stepless adjustment or in small steps, the seat
has to be adaptable to the operator's weight (range: 600-1250 N) with clear
indication of the weight.
At present, the most obvious way to reduce ride vibration is to fit a correctly
designed suspension seat (MATTHEWS, 1967; DUPUIS, 1969). Inpassive control,
attenuation is achieved by means of one or more resilient elements located
between the source of vibration and the mass to be isolated. Reasonably good
isolation can be achieved if the frequency of the disturbing vibration is four
times or more the natural frequency of the isolated mass (SUGGS and
54
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STIKELEATHER; 1969). The addition of cushions dampens the system at higher
frequencies but results in a resonance at a lower frequency (MORGAN, et. al.;
1963). An active vibration system for isolating an operator from the vertical
vibrational input is developed (SUGGS and STIKELEATHER; 1969). Active control
devices - characterized by a vibration displacement detector, a circuit to phase
correct and amplify the signal - seek to control a variable by applying energy
from an independent output source.
The benefit of a good suspension seat is limited by the increasing movements
between the operator and the controls; to eliminate this the vibrations of the
whole vehicle or the whole of the operator's work-space should be reduced
(SUGGS and STIKELEATHER; 1969). A suspended enclosed cabin - in which controls, seat and operator move simultaneously - isan approach, which combines
the need for considerably improving ride with greater protection from noise
and climatic influences (MATTHEWS; 1967).

3.5.3. Combine harvesters
The intensity of mechanical vibrations on combine harvesters is only slight,
as a result of the low ground speed, the weight of the machine and the ground
surface not being critically uneven (SCHILLING, 1965; MATTHEWS, 1967).
A study in Germany showed (Uz; 1964), that for a combine harvester 56h.p., 5,9 km/h; dry and even soil - the r.m.s.-value of the accelerations in the
vertical direction amounted ontheaverageof0,1066 g(range: 0,1020-0,1098 g).
In another German study (SJOFLOT and DUPUIS; 1968) the mechanical vibrations of a self-propelled combine harvester - 87 h.p., 4,2 km/h - have been
measured in three directions. The amplitudes of the accelerations werevery low.
Regarding the frequency above 4 Hz a clear relation existed between the three
directions of vibration, that, according to the authors, indicated bumping of
machine parts;details have not been mentioned. In the vertical direction maxima arise in the frequency range from 1,5 Hz to 3,5 Hz, caused by the natural
frequency of seat and machine. At frequencies below 2,5 Hz a clear relation
could beindicated for the X-component. Below 1,5 Hz the riding characteristics
of the machine cause a strong increase of the intensity of the Y-component.
(i) I n t e n s i t y of v i b r a t i o n s
In 1966 and 1967 measurements were carried out on three self-propelled
combine harvesters (Nr.: 2, 3 a and 4) to study (direction: Z-axis, 4,5 km/h) the
intensity of mechanical vibrations.

a. Equipment and method
The vibrations on the seat were measured by means of accelerometers (make:
HoTTiNGERjtype: B 1 M/170), which were connected with a recorder (make: SANBORN;
type: 321);the results wererecorded as an oscillogram.

b. Treatment
The oscillogram was analysed in respect of:
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1. Acceleration
From the oscillogram, recorded at a constant paper speed (V p = 100 mm/sec), a frequency distribution was made of the accelerations ; the number of scannings amounted to
10Hz. From this distribution ther.m.s.-value (xcff in g)of theaccelerations was calculated
(HAAS, 1962; Uz, 1964).

2. Frequency
For analysing the frequency a procedure was used according to the 'method of passage
of time between two zero-crossings' of theoscillogram, of which thepaperspeed is known
and constant. The interval of time needed for each cycle of vibration is the reciprocal of
thefrequency; with the paperspeed itispossibleto convert the distance between two zerocrossings of the oscillogram into the interval of time needed for a semicircle (T/2),of which
the frequency (in Hz) can be calculated (HAAS, 1962; Uz, 1964).
As a result of the analysis the relative numbers (in %) in the various frequency bands
can be calculated; the results are listed in table 31.

TABLE 31. Mechanical vibrations of combines (f and x erf ).

Machines

Frequency
— Hz —
<
12345678-

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

9-10
>10
x

eff

Nr. 4

Nr. 2

0,3
2,2
3,8
25,2
26,3
19,1
11,2
4,9
3,2
2,3
1,5
0,068g2
-dry and smooth soil;

Nr. 3"

0,4
2,4
13,3
37,4
22,0
12,2
7,1
2,9
1,3
1,0
0,078g2
2

0,2
1,8
13,8
36,9
21,6
12,1
6,2
4,3
1,6
1,5
0,085g'

10,0
49,6
24,4
7,6
6,0
1,6
0,8
0,105g 2

-dry and hard soil.

The intensity of the vibrations is low (xelf = 0,068-0,105 g), which conforms
to the literature.
The spectral distribution of the frequencies shows that the frequency range
from 4 Hz to 7 Hz is strongly represented. The low intensity and the specific
frequency range lead to the assumption, that during combining the machine
determines the appearing mechanical vibrations and the circumstances of the
terrain make little or no contribution to the vibrations;by additional measurementsonastandingcombine(Nr.:2), thisassumption wasconfirmed. The engine
(1500 revolutions/minute) causes an acceleration of 0,036 g, with a clear frequency of 25 Hz. The engine, threshing and cleaning mechanism - shaker:
approx. 300 revolutions/minute - together cause an effective acceleration of
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0,097gand afrequency band ofabout 5Hz. The engine,mowing, threshing and
cleaning mechanism - shaker: approx. 300revolutions/minute - together cause
an effective acceleration of 0,073 g with a clear frequency band of 5 Hz.
Based upon these results we may conclude, that the natural frequency of a
self-propelled combine harvester lies in the frequency range from 4 Hz to 7 Hz,
in which bumping is caused by machine parts. This conclusion conforms to
literature (SCHILLING, 1965; MATTHEWS, 1967; SJ0FLOT and DUPUIS, 1968).
(ii) Effect of g r o u n d speed d u r i n g c o m b i n i n g
In 1968 measurements were carried out on two self-propelled combine
harvesters (Nr.: 3 a and 3b)to study (directions:X-, Y- and Z-axis) the effect of
ground speed during combining.
a. M e t h o d
The vibrations on the seat were measured by means of accelerometers (make:
HOTTINGER; type: B 1 M/170) and recorded with an instrumentation-recorder (make:
AMPEX; type: FR 1300).At the Vehicle Research Laboratory of the University of Technology in Delft, the data were analysed.
The results are listed in table 32.

TABLE 32. Mechanical vibrations (xeff in g) of two combines during harvesting at different
ground speeds.
Ground
speed
-in km/hz25
3

'

3,5
4,5

3

3""
33"

3b
a

3

3b
a

3
5,5 J,

Working width: 3,00 m

Working widht: 3,90 m

X

Y

Z

X

Y

Z

0,016
0,021
0,016
0,027
0,016
0,019
0,015
0,018

0,0073
0,0002
0,0046
0,0003
0,0065
0,0002
0,0042
0,0002

0,150
0,054
0,160
0,055
0,139
0,045
0,135
0,043

0,013
0,022
0,014
0,026
0,013
0,019
0,012
0,019

0,0034
0,0027
0,0028
0,0027
0,0023
0,0020
0,0023
0,0019

0,104
0,053
0,107
0,051
0,110
0,066
0,100
0,061

Themovements in theZ-directions aremore numerous (Z: 81,3%)than in the
other directions (X: 16,2%; Y: 2,5%). As to the intensity (Z = 0,098 g;
Z = 100,0%) the movements in the X-direction (X = 0,018 g; X = 19,9%)are
small; the movements in the Y-direction (Y = 0,0027 g; Y = 3,0%) are of
minor importance.
The intensity of the vibrations is different for the two combines;machine 3 b
(X = 0,021 g; Y = 0,0013g; Z = 0,053 g)ismore favourable than machine 3a
(X = 0,014 g; Y = 0,0042 g; z = 0,126 g).Change of speed gave no difference
in intensity; at a greater working width the intensity is slightly smaller.
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The spectral distribution of the frequencies shows an identical picture. The
frequency-band of 5,0 Hz is predominant in the spectrum; the intensity of
machine 3 a is higher than the intensity of machine 3 b . In the frequency range
from 14,6 Hz to 15,6Hz and 34,3 Hz to 40,0 Hz small peaks appear, which are
caused by the threshing drum and the engine respectively. These frequencybands only appear in the Z-direction; the X- and Y-direction appear very little
or not at all in the spectrum of frequencies.
(iii) Effect of r o a d speed
In 1968 measurements were carried out on two self-propelled combine
harvesters (Nr.:3 a and 3b)to study (directions:X-, Y- and Z-axis) the effect of
terrain during driving on the road.
The results are listed in table 33.
The movements in the Z-direction are more numerous (Z: 81,1%)than in the
other directions (X: 16,1%; Y: 2,8%). As to the intensity (z = 0,066 g; Z =
100,0%) the movements in the X-direction (X = 0,013g; X = 19,7 %) are
small; the movements in the Y-direction (Y = 0,0023 g; Y = 3,5%) are of
minor importance.
Theintensity ofthe vibrations ofthe two machines during driving on the road
(X = 0,013 g; Y = 0,0023 g; Z = 0,066 g) is lower than during combining
(X = 0,018 g; Y = 0,0027 g; Z = 0,098 g); during driving on the road the
mowing, threshing and cleaning mechanisms have been disengaged. With increasing ground speeds there appears - in particular in the vertical direction an increasing intensity;the intensity of the movements in the horizontal directions hardly varies. The intensity of the vibrations during driving on the road is
lower than the intensity measured during combining. The intensities are not
equal for the machines examined; machine 3 b (X = 0,015 g; Y = 0,0020 g;
Z = 0,058 g)ismore favourable than machine 3a (X = 0,011 g; Y = 0,0027 g;
Z = 0,075 g),also taking into account the frequency of the vertical movements.
Thespectraldistribution ofthefrequencies showsanidenticalpicture.In none
of the directions does a clear frequency-band exist.

TABLE 33. Mechanical vibrations (xeff in g) of two combines during driving on the road at
different ground speeds.
Ground speed
-inkm/h3"
3b
3a
10,0 3»
3a
15,0 3b
5,5
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X

Y

Z

0,010
0,011
0,011
0,015
0,012
0,020

0,0023
0,0033
0,0028
0,0023
0,0029
0,0003

0,045
0,035
0,086
0,044
0,093
0,095
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Summarizing, the conclusion can be made that on combine harvesters the
machine is determining the character and extent of the mechanical vibrations;
the circumstances of the surface the machine must usually move on affects the
vibrations little or not at all. The intensity of the vibrations is low and the
movements in the vertical direction are more numerous than in the other directions. Combining at different ground speedsappears to hardly affect the intensity. During driving on the road with increasing ground speeds there appears an
increasing intensity, which level,however, islower than during combining; with
greater working width the intensity is slightly smaller.
The spectral distribution indicated the existence of specific frequency ranges;
the natural frequency of a combine harvester lies in the frequency range from
4 Hz to 6 Hz, in which bumping is caused by machine parts (threshing and
cleaning mechanisms).

3.6. SUMMARY

The perception of information, that a worker receives from work-space and
environment, takes place via the senses, which are sensitive to specific impulses.
Thereaction to theinformation dependsupon thesenseorgan that is stimulated,
the strength of the stimulus and the place where the stimulus arrives.
1. Sight
The perception of visual information - playing an important role in man-task
systems - depends upon the object, the environment and the distance between
eye and object.
For combine harvesting it is necessary to obtain information from the feed
table auger just in front of the conveyor chain and of the separation from the
previously cut swath. On the machines examined the visual angle, as well as the
horizontal distance between eye and cutterbar, are favourable in the horizontal
plane. In the vertical planethe viewangle isextremely unfavourable ;besides the
distance between eye and cutterbar is too long, which is caused by the large
vertical distance.
2. H e a r i n g
The hearing ensures mutual communication between man, machine and environment. Depending on frequency, sound pressure level and duration of the
exposure, sound has an annoying or a damaging effect.
The sound pressure levels - measured at the operator's ear - of the machines
examined are too high, whilst the presence of a cabin does not lead to an important decline of the sound pressure level;moreover, the ground speed during
combining does not affect the sound pressure level.
3. Scent a n d t a s t e
Although the scent and taste are lessimportant, attention must be paid to the
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dust in the air around an operator of a combine. The dust concentration in the
air around operators of the machines examined is too high;with respect to the
duration of the harvesting period the possibility of developing silicosis must be
considered to be low. On a machine without cabin the dust concentration is
considerably higher than on a machine with cabin;during harvesting barley less
dust is circulating around the operator than during harvesting wheat.
4. F e e l i n g
The operators of machinery are submitted to mechanical vibrations, which
adversely affect their health and performance. The effect and impact of vibrations varies with the frequency, asthe human body ismost sensitive to mechanical vibrations within the range from 2 Hz to 6 Hz.
The intensity of mechanical vibrations on combine harvesters is low, whilst
the movements in the vertical direction are more numerous than in the other
directions. Combining at different ground speedsappears to affect hardly the intensity; with greater working width the intensity is slightly smaller. When
driving on the road with increasing ground speeds there appears an increasing
intensity, which is lower than during combining. The spectral distribution indicates the existence of specific frequency ranges, which are explicable from the
machine.
Since machines, performing functions of perception, do not exist or are very
rare, the designer of a man-task system must take into account the attainments
of the investigations regarding perception. For the self-propelled combine
harvester thismeansprimarily an adequatepresentation oftherelevant information; by improving the visibility of the cutterbar (reduction of the view angle
and the vertical distance) this can be realized. Besides, the redundant and nonrelevant information - sound, dust and mechanical vibrations - has to be
eliminated; the suspended enclosed cabin - inwhichcontrols, seat and operator
move simultaneously - isan approach, which combines the need for improving
ride with greater protection from sound and dust.
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4. S E L E C T I O N

4.1. INTRODUCTION

The transport of data from stimulated sense organs to the effectors is not
simply and solely transport; the data are processed by the complex mechanism
ofneural circuits intheperipheral and central nervous system (MURRELL; 1965).
From the various possibilities the right answer ischosen and - by giving signals
to the muscles - transformed into action.
In information processing wedistinguish thefollowing main items (MURRELL,
1965; SANDERS, 1967):
1. I n p u t
The number of incoming signals per unit of time (Identification of information and association with the knowledge stored in the memory).
2. Choice
The number of directed switches per unit of time.
3. O u t p u t
Thenumber ofoutgoing signalsperunit oftime (Central conducting, leading
to the periphery and guided action of the effectors).
4. F e e d b a c k
The restatement of the results of the action.
For the output of a man-task system it is important to know how much time
elapses before a signal is transformed into an adequate performance ; it is evident, that - apart from the characteristics of the signal - learning processes are
playing an important role. There are three general ways in which the performance of the human decision element inasystemmightbeimproved (SCHRENK;
1969):
a. To select good decision makers;
b. To train persons to be good decision makers;
c. To provide, through appropriate system design, machines and tools that
facilitate appropriate decision.
In the field of ergonomie research major emphasis is upon the third possibility; we therefore have to go further into the mechanism of information processing, as well as into the assessment of mental load.

4.2. THEORY

Information is that what we get when some man, machine or environment
tells us something we did not know before (GARNER; 1962). As a result of the
developments of the theory of information, to be used in telephony and teleMeded. Landbouwhogeschool Wageningen 72-6 (1972)
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graphy (SHANNON and WEAVER; 1949),the interest in the processing system was
stimulated considerably, so that we have at our disposal a quantitative parameter for information, namely the bit ( = binary digit) (SHANNON; 1948).
The amount of information (H) or entropy depends upon the number of
probable, alternative possibilities (n). In formula:
H = 2 log n
(9)
In this formula it is assumed, that each possible signal has the same chance
of appearing. If this is not the case, each alternative has to be considered;
redundant information has to be avoided (ATTNEAVE; 1959).
The decision mechanism determines the information processing, i.e.: in task
performance thenumber of directedswitches per unit of time from input to output determines the information processing (ETTEMA, 1967; KALSBEEK, 1967).
Several authors paid attention to the function of the decision mechanism in information processing (MILLER, 1956; BROADBENT, 1958; WELFORD, 1959;
CROSSMAN, 1960; GARNER, 1962; HERMAN, 1965).These investigations led to the
theory of 'a single channel decision mechanism', which all signals (simple or
complex) have to pass;the term 'a single channel' was introduced, because only
one directed switch at a timecan take place ('tourniquet function').
During each input-output switching the decision mechanism is blocked up,
whereby other information has to wait ('queueing up') until the blocked condition is abolished (WELFORD; 1959). The capacity of the channel is determined
by the minimum duration of the blocked condition; this minimum duration is
called elementary time-quantum (KALSBEEK; 1967).
Iftoo much information ispresented, it isimpossible to transfer all perceptive
material inan adequate code;thiswillbeexpressed bymistakes,missesor errors
in the output.
The capacity of processing information is primarily determined by the capacity of the central decision mechanism; the more complex the circuits to be
followed, the less the capacity. The maximum capacity of a single cell amounts
to 1000bitsper second; for a separate organ thismaximum is 50 bitsper second,
for the whole organism the maximum is 5bits per second (MILLER; 1962).As a
theoretical maximum a value has been calculated of 10 bits per second
(CROSSMAN; 1960). For binary choice tests, without any previous information
('preview') and a slight tolerance, a maximum of 1,25bits per second has been
found (ETTEMA; 1967).Generally, avalue of 2to 3bits per second isassumed to
be the limit for adequate information transmission (MILLER, 1956; CROSSMAN,
1960; GARNER, 1962); the admissable limit - for a normal task performance
during four hours - isbetween 20and 60signals (binary choices) per minute, in
fact closer to 20 signals per minute (ETTEMA; 1967).
Next to the process of information processing and the capacity of this system,
it is necessary to mention aspects of selection, namely:
1. L e a r n i n g
When periodic or otherwise predictable inputs are recognized and learned,
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the operator begins to respond with wellpractised movements and is effectively
trackingprecognitively (YOUNG; 1969).Thelearningeffect consists of an easier,
quicker and better reaction on the information presented. The motions gradually become more sure and more supple and accurate movements, as well as a
right coordination, can be achieved; this will lead to automation (RIEMERSMA;
1969).Research inthe field of learning can offer possibilities to design machines
with improved learning qualities.
2. Vigilance
Vigilance is related to the attentiveness of the subject and his capability for
detecting changes in stimulus events over relatively long periods of sustained
observation (FRANKMAN and ADAMS, 1962; MCGRATH, 1963; SMITH, 1969).
In increasing automation the monotonuous control and inspection work not
only vigilance will be found more frequently, but grow in importance too. In
these circumstances we have to prevent too low a mental load, so that boredom
and absence of mind can not occur (SMITH; 1969).

4.3. ASSESSMENT OF MENTAL LOAD

In the great variety of structure and operation of the sense organs, as well as
thecomplex character of the decision mechanism, itishardly thinkable that one
universal parameter could be found for the assessment of mental load.
The following categories may be distinguished:
4.3.1. Performance measurements
An increase of the reaction time (RT)to react upon an increasing number of
alternative possibilities, can be considered as the relation between the mental
load, as well as the complexity, more or less, of the information to be identified
(HICK; 1952).It ispossible to correlate the RT with the amount of information
(H), so that we have a parameter for mental load available in this case
(WESTHOFF, 1962; HILGENDORF, 1966); RT-measurements have the disadvantage of laborious analysis, whilstit is unknown by way of which neural circuits
the response is taking place (TOMLINSON; 1970).
In view of the output, the work load can be estimated by means of the task
performance (qualitatively: mistakes, misses and errors; quantitatively: time
per unit of task, task per unit of time) (SINAIKO; 1961).
4.3.2. Psychological measurements
The psychological measurements are based upon the limited single channel
decision mechanism, in which the task performance appeals to a part of the
channel and the other part ('spare mental capacity') remains unused. By a
simultaneous performance of two tasks the spare mental capacity is being
occupied completely and the mental load can be determined in an indirect way
(BROWN and POULTON; 1961). By selection of the tasks in such a way, that
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during simultaneous performance the channel capacity isnot exceeded, deterioration ofthe tasks will occur; this deterioration - mistakes, misses and errors is a parameter for themental load. Thesecondary task should not interfere
functionally with the basic task;forexample,asecondary task involving mental
arithmetic should be not combined with a basic task involving numerical
assimilation (MICHON; 1966).
This method of secondary tasks - already known for a long time inthe
experimental psychology (POFFENBERGER; 1927)- has been introduced forthe
assessment of mental load (BORNEMANN; 1942). Two categories should be
differentiated :
4.3.21. S u b s i d i a r y task
During the performance ofthe basic task a simple, repetitive task is added,
which last task can be controlled and measured qualitatively and quantitatively,
so that full use is made ofthe spare mental capacity;the basic task has priority
and must beperformed faultlessly. The level ofperformance ofthe secondary
task - number ofmistakes, misses anderrors - isa parameter forthemental
load, caused bythebasic task.
Various types oftasks have been proposed andtested forsuitability:
(i) Motor tasks,asrateofkey-tapping,inwhichtheirregularity ofan oscillatingseries the operatingofa foot-operated control- isused asaparameter forthe mental load.
The expectation is,that - when increasing themental load of thebasic task - the
secondary task will be performed more irregularly (MICHON; 1964, 1966,1967).
(ii) Verbal responsestoprogrammed tasks, usually presented by tape-recorders, asreactionto digit groupsor performing simplearithmetic calculations (HAIDER; 1962). An
interesting method isthe presentation of8-digit groups, inwhich each following group
differs inoneposition incomparison with the previouscombination; the altered position
hastobedetected andlabeled. (BROWNand POULTON, 1961 ;BROWN, 1962;BROWN, 1967).

For agricultural tasksthismethod isunder research, whereby sequencesofpairsoftones
- one tone inapair changes from the previous pair - are used (TOMLINSON; 1970).

4.3.22. E x p e r i m e n t a l d i s t r a c t i o n
Byasystematic increase ofthe amount ofinformation inthe secondary task,
lesscapacity remains forthe basic task and deteriorates the performance ofthis
task (BERTELSON; 1966). The secondary task is a simple, dosable - controllable
and measurable - andrepetitive task which hasto be performed as well as
possible.
A number ofexperiments has been carried outwith dual tasks, inwhichthe
mutual effect ofbasic andsecondary task has been studied (SCHOUTEN, 1962;
KALSBEEK, 1964). In these experiments - mental arithmetic, solving of mazes
and settingbolts and nuts- theperformance in thebasictask decreases,if- with
an increasing amount ofinformation - the secondary task isbeing performed
faultlessly (ETTEMA, 1967; KALSBEEK, 1967).
4.3.3. Physiological measurements
Various physiological parameters appear to be dependent on the varying
mental load. Measurements have been carried out tostudy which physiological
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changes canfunction asparameters for theassessment ofmental load.
Mental load - inthecontext ofinformation processing - isaccompaniedby:

a. Anincrease of theheart rate
It has been known for a long time, that the increase of the average number of heart
beats perminute isnot only caused bya physical load (GILLESPIE, 1924; BARTENWERFER,
1960 b ; RUTENFRANZ, 1960; BARTENWERFER, 1961; MELLEROWICZ, 1962; BENSON, 1965;

GRAF, 1965).

During experimental distraction - bymeans ofthe binary choice generator - ithas been
ascertained that theaverage heart rate increases incomparison with the situation during
rest (ETTEMA; 1967).

b. Adecrease of the sinus arrhythmia
For a resting subject thebeat-to-beat intervals of theheart rate arerelatively irregular,
a phenomenon known as sinus arrhythmia. If additional processing of information is
placed on the nervous system, the irregularity decreases (WIERSMA, 1911; ANREP, 1936;
BARTENWERFER, I960 3 ; PARIN, 1965).

By a systematic increase of the amount of information theirregularity ismore strongly
suppressed.
In principle it ispossible to discriminate between mental loading tasks bymeans ofthe
percentual suppression ofthe sinus arrhythmia measured incomparison with thesituation
during rest; thescoring method is rather reliable (ETTEMA; 1967).

c. An increase of the blood pressure
On account of mental loading tasks the diastolic and systolic blood pressure are
increasing (GILLESPIE, 1924; ETTEMA, 1967).

This increase is systematic, but rather low so this method seems to be less useful to
discriminate between mental loading tasks. Possiblythebloodpressurecan bean important
indicator in heavy mental loads of long duration (ETTEMA; 1967).

d. An increase of the respiration rate
On account ofmental loading tasks therespiration rate increases, whilst thetake upof
oxygen increases slightly (WIERSMA, 1913; BENSON, 1965).
During experiments thesubjective hindrance for individuals isan interfering factor in
judging theresults, so this method is less useful (ETTEMA; 1967).

During mental loading tasks of short duration therelative change of the sinus
arrhythmia - measured incomparison with thesituation during rest - isbigger
than thechanges of the other physiological parameters.
4.3.4. Summary
The assessment ofmental load presents a great challenge tothe psychologist
and psychophysiologist and, despiteaplethora oftechniques,fewareofgeneral
applicability andthose that are, have still question marks regarding their validity (SANDERS, 1967;TOMLINSON, 1970).Intheauthor's view,andbased upon the
results ofinvestigations available, thebest results fortheassessment of mental
load canbeexpected from:
( i) Themethod with dual tasks (subsidiary tasks andexperimental distraction), whereby
the spare mental capacity is occupied by supplying an additional task,
(ii) The heart rate,inparticular therelative suppression ofthesinusarrhythmia, measured
in comparison with the situation during rest.
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4.4. MENTAL LOAD ON COMBINE HARVESTERS

4.4.1. Literature
Dependent upon the condition of thecrop and the situation of the terrain, the
operator of a combine harvester regulates the movement, the mowing and
threshingmechanisms,theseparation ofkernel and straw, aswellasthe delivery
of theproduct. The operator's task isprobably the most taxing of all work with
agricultural machinery (MATTHEWS; 1967).
Under normal circumstances a skilled operator is capable of information
processing into adequate actions, without a reduction of the quality and quantity (WIENEKE; 1967);the information speed of self-propelled combine harvesters,
given on account of estimations in practice, are listed in table 34.
TABLE 34. Information speed (in bits/second) of combines (WIENEKE; 1967).

Primary information

Secondary information

crop
: 9
terrain
: 2
working width: 2

threshing quality: 4
sound
:2

Increase of the capacity is realizable by increasing the ground speed and/or
the working width, which, however, involves higher information speed, more
actions for operation and a higher operator's work load.
Because of these limitations the mechanization in agriculture has reached a
stage of automation, in which many actions are carried out mechanically,
hydraulically or electrically, whilst deviations are corrected by feedbacks without human interference. In literature some possibilities for automation of the
self-propelled combine harvester are reported (EIMER, 1966; KÜHN, 1968), in
particular the movement- in direction (KÜHN; 1968)and speed (KÜHN; 1969) - ,

the header height (KAMINSKY and ZOERB, 1965; GRÜNER, 1967; BREDFELDT,
1968) and the threshing mechanism (FRIESEN and ZOERB, 1966; KÜHN, 1969).
Based upon the conditions of the crop and terrain the operator has to settle the
norm and tolerance of the whole process,next to it he has to control the adjustments and, if necessary, to re-adjust.
4.4.2. Indoor experiments
4.4.21. E r g o n o m i e s i m u l a t o r
For studying the loading components in a man-task system under controlled
conditions, a simulator has been built. This makes it possible to obtain information regarding the ergonomiequalities of an operator's platform of a certain
machine, aswellas of the consequences ofmodifications, of the work-space layout. Moreover, sucha simulator offers possibilities for further experiments, such
as the training effect.
The simulator (fig. 22) consists of a platform (A), an instruction (B) and a
scoring (C).
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FIG. 22. Simulator for man - task systems.
A - platform and vibration table
B - instruction
C - scoring

"•'•-""?i~i:- •'•*

FIG. 23. Instruction of the ergonomie simulator.
A - pointer (instruction steering task)
B - pointer (reaction steering wheel)
C - stimuli (instruction secondary task)
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a. P l a t f o r m
The platform is the upper side of a vibration table, of which the frequency (F =
0,5-20,0 Hz)and theamplitude (x = 0-15 mm)oftheharmonic movement ina vertical
direction (Z-axis), are continuously adjustable (xma,, = 20,0m/sec2).
Onthisplatform thecontrolsofaman-task systemcanbeinstalled;themutual position
can be varied and different types of controls can be attached.
b. I n s t r u c t i o n
For instruction the method of performance under experimental distraction has been
chosen; with this method the subject has to perform the following tasks:

(i) Basic task
In front of the subject - within the optimum visualfield- twopointers are located, of
which the upper one (fig. 23 : A) moves in a horizontal slide and is directed by a programme on a rotating drum; the programme isbased upon the results listed in table 19.
Thelowerpointer (fig. 23 :B)canmoveina horizontal slidebyturning thesteeringwheel
on the platform.
Besides the performance of the secondary task the subject has to follow the motions
of the upper pointer by turning the steering wheel as well aspossible.

(ii) Secondary task
In front of the subject - within the optimum visual field - six lamps are located
(fig. 23 :C), which canflash.These signals correspond with the highest, resp. the lowest
position,ofthecontrolsfor headerheight,reelposition and groundspeedofthecombine.
The sequence and frequency of the stimuli is sent from a punched tape with adjustable
speed; the program is based upon the results listed in table 15.
According toa trained method, thesubject hastorespond to thestimuli by positioning
the control indicated in the location desired; this simplerepetitive task has to be carried
out faultlessly. During a test the execution of all actions is controlled carefully.

c. Scoring
For each test the following parameters are measured:

(i) Tracking ability
The pointers (fig. 23: A and B) are connected with counters (make: SODECO; type:
TCE Z4E). Apulsegenerator givesacurrent(24V)ontheupperpointerexactlytentimes
per second; this current is also conducted to the total counter (a). If both pointers are
oppositeto oneanother, thecurrent isconducted bymeansofaslide-contact through the
lowerpointertothecorrespondingcounter (b). Thetrackingabilityiscalculablefrom the
ratio of the numbers on the counters (b/a).
Thetracking ability orsteeringaccuracypertest(in %)isusedasinput for theanalysis
of variance.

(ii) Load
For the assessment of the subject's work load during a test (W)the heart rate is used.
For this registration a cardiotachometer (make: CNR; type: 104)is used, by which the
number of heart beatscan beregistered by a six-digit counter. Before each test the heart
rate during resting (R) is determined; during this registration the subject has taken a
completely relaxed posture.
Theworkload isexpressed asaratio of theheart rate duringtesting and duringresting
(MELLEROWICZ; 1962);the quotient (W/R) is used as input for the analysis of variance.

(Hi) Subjective findings
Immediately after completion of the test the subject is asked for his experiences.
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(iv) General
During allexperiments special attention ispaid toachieveasteady stateof the subject;
for this reason each test (duration: 5minutes) is preceded by a period of one minute, in
which the subject isexecuting histasks, but no registration takes place. After the test all
registrations are continued for one minute.
Besides the equipment, that is part of the simulator, a tape-recorder (make: PHILIPS;
type: EL 3573) and a sound level analysator (make: PEEKEL; type:GRA)areused.The
experiments are carried out in a room with artificial light;sound from outsidecanhardly
penetrate in the work-space and is suppressed by a sound of 60dB.
Thetemperature duringtheexperimentswasabout 22°C,thehumidity oftheair varies
between 45 and 60%; these are favourable conditions for ergometric experiments
(MELLEROWICZ; 1962).

d. G e n e r a l
When planning the experiments the necessary preparation of the subjects was taken
into account;special attention was paid to:

(i) Instruction
In extensive talks with all persons involved-subjectsandresearchofficers - the scope
ofthestudyand theapplication ofthetestprocedure,aswellastheresults,werediscussed
and explained thoroughly.

(ii) Medical examination
All participants have been submitted to a medical examination, including a bicycleergonometer test, in order to obtain information regarding their health, conditionandto
make them acquainted with the equipment.

(iii) Preliminary study
Thesurvey oftheenvironmental factors, aswellastraining period of about anhour to
get acquainted with the test procedure and the operating actions to be executed, have
been instructed and learned before the experiments; this training hasbeen executed with
a view to avoid mistakes.

4.4.22. Experiments
(i) Comparative tests of operator's platforms
In 1968measurements werecarried out to compare the ergonomiequalities
ofthe work-spacelay-outonfour machines(Nr. :2,3a, 3band 4) in simulating
theoperatingofa combine(MUYS;1969).
a. Method
These tests were carried out with twelve subjects, the experimental design was chosen
in such a waythat - to eliminatea possibleeffect of the dailyrhythm of the physiological
parameters - each subject was taking part at the sameperiod of each day.
During thefirstweek all machines wereinvestigated with six subjects (P1-P6); during
the second week two machines (Nr.: 3a and 3b) were investigated with all subjects
(PI-PI2). During the third week all machines were investigated again with six subjects
(P7-P12). The sequence of the machines offered to a subject was at random.
Preceded by a period of resting, the test people were offered test conditions of 30,40,
50 and 60 signals per minute; this contains 1,58, 2,00, 2,30 and 2,58 bits per second
respectively.
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b. Treatment
Foreachtestthesteeringaccuracy and theheartratewereregistered. Immediately after
the test the subjective findings were recorded.
The steering accuracy (in %)and the work load (in W/R) were used as inputs for the
analysis ofvariance.Thecomputations werefacilitated by thecooperation of the Mathematical Department of the Agricultural University.
The results of these studies are listed in table 35,they are shown infigure24 and 25.

TABLE 35. Steeringaccuracy(in %)andload(inW/R)insimulatingtheoperationofcombines
Machines
-Nr.-

30

40

50

60

%

W/R

/o

W/R

/o

W/R

/o

W/R

2
3"
3b
4

71,4
78,1
78,7
72,9

1,17
1,13
1,09
1,11

69,7
75,1
73,4
67,0

1,21
1,16
1,12
1,14

62,7
69,5
65,8
62,1

1,25
1,19
1,16
1,17

55,2
61,3
60,3
54,3

1,29
1,22
1,17
1,18

Average

76,3
(100)

1,12
(100)

72,3
(95)

1,15
(103)

66,3
(87)

1,19
(106)

58,8
(77)

1,21
(108)

%

VJ/R

1.30-

40

50

SIGNALS/MINUTE

40

50

SIGNALS/MINUTE

FIG. 24. Steering accuracy (in %)and load (in W/R) in relation to the rate of experimental
distraction, in simulating the operation of combines (average).
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W/R

%

1.30-

.MACHINES

MACHINE 4
MACHINE 3

MACHINE4 VS.MACHINE 2

40

50

SIGNALS/MINUTE

40

50

SIGNALS/MINUTE

FIG. 25. Steering accuracy (in %)and load (in W/R) in relation to the rate of experimental
distraction, in simulating the operation of combines (per machine).

Under experimental distraction the steering accuracy (in %)detiorates as a
function ofthenumber ofsignalsperminuteinthesecondarytask(fig.24);for
this test it resulted in a decrease of the steering accuracy with 23% maximal.
There isa significant difference between the machines;infavour ofmachine3a
and 3 b and unfavourable for machine 2 and 4. This difference is not more
significant as the experimental distraction increases (fig.25).
Under experimental distraction the load (inW/R) increases as a function of
the number of signalsper minute inthe secondary task (fig. 24);for this test it
means an increase of the load by 8%.There isa significant difference between
themachines;infavour ofmachine 3"and4,unfavourable for machine2.This
difference ismore significant asthe experimental distraction increases (fig.25),
whichimpliesthat under moreunfavourable conditions the difference between
machine 3b and 4on the one sideand machine 3a on the other willincrease.
Off all subjects eleven were in favour of machine 3 b ; one subject preferred
machine 4. All subjects disqualified machine 2.
Summarizing,theconclusioncanbemadethat insimulatingtheoperationof
acombineharvestertheloadandtheperformance dependupon the experimentaldistractionandtheanthropometricqualitiesofthework-spacelay-out.Under
experimental distractiontheperformance detioratesasafunction ofthenumber
ofsignalsper minute inthesecondary task; theload increases asa function of
the rate ofsignals.
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Based upon the results of the M.T.M.-analysis we know, that fingertip control - header height, reel position and ground speed control grouped together
within the normal area- leads to a favourable change in the operating time. The
results of the indoor experiments are endorsed by the results of the anthropometric studies, for there is a significant difference between the machines under
experimental distraction; in favour of machine 3 b (controls grouped together
within the normal area) and unfavourable for machine 2 (a more difficult
switching pattern with one knob for the sixpositions). The differences between
the various machines are more significant as the experimental distraction increases; these conclusions correspond with the subjective findings.
From the analysis of variance it also appears, that a modification of the
work-space lay-out of a certain make of machine (Nr.: 3 a and 3b) clearly has
consequences. The ergonomie quality of machine 3 b not only is significantly
better than that of machine 3 a , but we can expect that for a higher information
speed - as a result of an increased capacityin the field - the difference between
the two types will increase.
4.4.23. Effect of l e a r n i n g
When repeating a task the time needed per cycle and the load will change;
with an increasing number ofcyclesthe timeisdeclining- atfirstfairly quickly to become almost constant. To the man's load an analogous situation develops,
on the understanding that - when repeating many times - the load is increasing
again (DE JONG, 1959; CLIFFORD and HANCOCK, 1964; WILTSHIRE, 1968). Moreover, an individual ismore familiar with one machine than with another, which
causes a more efficient performance, as well as a slighter chance of making mistakes. This willlead, indirectly, to a better output of thewhole man-task system.
To study the effect of learning in simulating the operation of combines, experiments were carried out with (RIEMERSMA; 1969):
(i) Different series of i n f o r m a t i o n
In 1969 measurements were carried out to study to what extent the appearance of a learning curve would be disturbed by different series of information in
the experiment. Besides we determined to what extent this effect varies for two
machines (Nr.: 3" and 3b).
a. M e t h o d
The tests were carried out with eight subjects, the experimental design was chosen in
such a way that - to eliminate a possible effect of the daily rhythm of the physiological
parameters - each subject was taking part at the same period of each day.
During thefirstweekmachine 3"wasinvestigated with four subjects (PI-P4) with two
series of information and one repetition;during the second week machine 3"wasinvestigated with four subjects (P5-P8) with two series of information and one repetition.
The subjects were offered two series of information (I), namely:
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
11
30 50 0 30 40 50 signals/minute;
12
50 30 50 40 30 0 signals/minute.
Grouping in this way makes it possible to give statements in respect of the learning
effect within the series.
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b. Treatment
For each test thesteering accuracy andtheheart rate were registered; these data were
used asinputs fortheanalysis ofvariance. The results ofthis study arelisted intable36.
TABLE 36. Learning effect inoperating combines under different series of information.
Machine

30

50

0

30

40

50

- Nr. -

% W/R

% W/R

% W/R

% W/R

% W/R

% W/R

3"
3b
Machine
- Nr. -

3a
3"

98,1 1,16 96,4 1,21 99,0 1,07 97,8 1,13 97,0 1,15 97,0 1,17
89,2 1,02 86,4 1,04 94,1 0,96 90,0 0,99 89,3 1,00 89,9 1,01
50
%

30

50

40

30

W/R % W / R % W / R % W / R % W / R % W/R

92,0 1,20 98,4 1,16 94,8 1,19 95,4 1,17 95,7 1,16 96,3 1,05
89,3 1,05 91,3 1,02 87,6 1,03 90,3 1,01 92,4 1,00 94,2 1,00

Based upon the steering accuracy (in %) and the load (in W/R) neither a
learning effect, nor an effect of the previous test, can be proved significantly for
one of the subjects. The appearance of a learning curve is disturbed by the
seriesselected in theexperiment ;thisconclusion isinagreement with statements
in literature (CLIFFORD and HANCOCK, 1964; WILTSHIRE, 1967).
There is a significant difference between the machines, in favour of machine
3b.
(ii) I d e n t i c a l s e r i e s of i n f o r m a t i o n
To avoid the disturbance of the learning curve an experiment was set up with
an identical series of information. Besides we determined to what extent this
effect varies for two machines (Nr.: 3 a and 3b).

a. Method
The tests were carried outwith two skilled operators ofcombine harvesters (P9 and
P10); they hadonly a little bitofexperience with thesimulator. The experimental design
was chosen in such away, that - toeliminate a possible effect ofthe daily rhythm ofthe
physiological parameters - each subject wastaking part atthesame period ofeachday.
During the first daythemachines 3"and 3 bwereinvestigatedwith the subjects P9andPIO
respectively, presenting them a series of identical tasks; during the second day the
machines 3 b and3 a were investigated with the subjects P9andP10respectively, presenting
them thesame test conditions.
The subjects were offered thefollowing series ofinformation (I):
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11)
I
0 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40
signals/minute
b. T r e a t m e n t
For each testthesteeringaccuracyandtheheartratewereregistered;immediately after
the test thesubjective findings were recorded.
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The steering accuracy (in %) and work load (in W/R) were used as inputs for the
analysis of variance; the results of this study are listed in table 37, they are shown in
figure26and 27.

TABLE 37. Learning effect in operating combines under identical series of information.
Nr y
Nr 3"
Cycle

%

W/R

%

W/R

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

97,2
61,8
68,5
67,6
67,4
76,6
74,0
75,3
68,5
73,9
75,8

1,13
1,29
1,21
1,20
1,17
1,14
1,13
1,12
1,12
1,10
1,10

89,1
39,0
67,2
75,8
83,3
85,3
86,5
86,4
86,1
85,0
78,6

1,14
1,19
1,15
1,14
1,14
1,12
1,11
1,07
1,07
1,06
1,05

/o

90MACHINE 3

80

70'

60H

50

40

4

5

6

7

10

NUMBER OF CYCLES

FIG. 26. Learning effect (steering accuracy in %)in simulating the operation of combines.
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W/B

1.30-

120

1.10-

1.00

MACHINE

1

1

4

5

1

6

10

NUMBER OF CYCLES

FIG. 27. Learning effect (load in W/R) in simulating the operation of combines.

Based upon the steering accuracy (in %)andtheload(inW/R)alearningeffectcanbeprovedsignificantlyinsimulatingtheoperationofacombineharvester.
By executing an identical series of information a learning curve appears; the
steeringaccuracyincreasesandtheloaddecreasesasafunction ofthenumberof
cycles.
There isa significant difference between the machines, in favour of machine
3 b ; this conclusion corresponds with the subjective findings.
Summarizing the experiments on learning, the conclusion can bemade, that
in simulating the operation of a combine harvester the performance and the
load depend upon thenumber ofcyclesandtheanthropometric qualities ofthe
work-space lay-out.
The results of the experiments on learning are endorsed by the results of
previous studies (table 16and 35);thereisnot onlythesignificant difference in
ergonomie quality between the machines, but the subjects are more quickly
familiar withonemachine (Nr.:3b)thanwithanother (Nr.:3a),whichcausesa
more efficient performance. The conclusion can bemade that the performance
and theload areprimarily determined by thework-spacelay-out. Thedesigner
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of a combine harvester must try to reduce the mental load by providing a
work-space lay-out inthe direction of machine 3 b , in particular: the frequently
used, fingertip controls grouped together within the normal area.
4.5. SUMMARY

The transport of data from the stimulated sense organs to the effectors is not
simply and solely transport; the data areprocessed, from the various possibilities theright answer ischosen and transformed into action. In task performance
the number of directed switches from input to output determines information
processing and mental load, because all signals make use of 'a single channel
decision mechanism' with a limited (2 to 3bits per second) capacity.
For the assessment of mental load a well-functioning parameter is not yet
available; most can beexpected ofthemethod with dual tasks and theheart rate.
Indoor experiments
For studying a man-task system under controlled conditions and to obtain
information regarding the ergonomie qualities of the work-space lay-out of a
certain machine, a simulator is built.
The studies led to the following conclusions:
(i) In simulating the operation of a combine harvester the performance and the
load depend upon the experimental distraction and the anthropometric
qualities of the work-space lay-out. The steering accuracy detiorates and the
load increases asafunction ofthenumber ofsignalsper minute inthe secondary
task.
There is a significant difference between the machines, which increases as the
experimental distraction increases.
(ii) Byexecuting an identical seriesofinformation a learning curve appears; the
performance increases and the load decreases as a function of the number
of cycles. The appearance of the learning curve is disturbed by different series
of information in an experiment.
There is a significant difference between the machines,
(iii) The performance and the load depend upon the experimental distraction
(the number of signals per minute in the secondary task and the series of
information in an experiment) and the anthropometric qualities of the workspace lay-out of the machine. The indoor experiments confirm the statement,
that subjects are more quickly familiar with one machine than with another,
which causes a more efficient performance. The conclusion can be made, that
the performance and the load are primarily determined by the work-space layout.
Although the mechanization inagriculture has reached a stage of automation,
in which many actions are carriedoutandcorrectedwithouthuman interference,
the designer of a combine harvester must try to reduce mental load. This is
possible by repelling redundant and non-relevant information - sound, dust and
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mechanicalvibrations- andawork-spacelay-out,inwhichthefrequently used,
fingertip controlsaregroupedtogetherwithinthenormalarea.Bypayingattentiontotheseaspectsthewholeman-task systemcancontributetoadequateprocessingofahigherinformation speed- asaresultofanincreasedcapacity- and
a favourable operator's load.
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5. A C T I O N

5.1. INTRODUCTION

The information from the sense organs is transported to the central nervous
system, where the data are processed and from various possibilities the right
answer ischosen. Bysignals the choice is transported to the effectors and transformed into voluntary muscle movements, which are necessary for the operation.
This process is called action and leads to the physical load of the man;
through the action a change takes place in the man-task system resulting in a
performance.

5.2. THEORY

The performance is done by the muscles, which costs energy. In the human
bodychemicalenergy- supplied intheshapeoffood - isconvertedinto mechanicalenergy and heat; heat ispartly needed to keep the body temperature steady.
The oxygen, needed for this oxidation process, is withdrawn from the air by
breathing and is - together with the fuel - transported to the effectors by the
blood. For prolonged activities the oxygen supply of themuscles must keep step
with the oxygen demand; anaerobic metabolism has to be avoided as much as
possible.
If work is heavier, the energy production has to be increased;the respiration
volume (higher oxygen uptake), the heart rate (bigger oxygen transport by the
blood) and the perspiration (carry off the heat developed) increase (JONGBLOED,
1954; LEHMANN, 1962; GRANDJEAN, 1963).
The working capacity of an individual islimited and primarily determined by
the capability of supplying sufficient oxygen and taking sufficient food. An
energy consumption of 20 kJ ( = 4,8 kcal) per minute, including a basal metabolicrate ofabout 4,2kJ( = 1 kcal)perminute,isthemaximum consistent level,
that an adult man should beexpected to expend; restpauses should be included,
iftheaveragelevelexceedsthislevel (LEHMANN, 1962;GRANDJEAN, 1963; ANON,
1966). This value corresponds to the consumption of 1liter oxygen per minute.
During the working period 11,3 MJ ( = 2700 kcal) are used daily, whilst about
6,3 MJ ( = 1500kcal) are used also for the basal metabolic rate,which depends
upon sex, age, length and weight of the body (BENEDICT and HARRIS; 1919), as
well as off-duty activities (level: 2,5 MJ or 600 kcal). The total metabolism
amounts to 17,6 MJ ( = 4200 kcal) daily.
The mechanical efficiency of human labour (T; = external load/functional
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load, both expressed inkJperminute)

(CARGO;

1965)can vary from 0-20%

(GRANDJEAN, 1963; CARGO, 1965).As certain muscles or groups of muscles are

permanently loaded unfavourably, themaximum effect isseldom realizable. The
besteffect can beobtained with rhythmic motions,whereby themuscles are contracted andrelaxed alternately, whilst the motions - becoming more simpleand
more automatic - are flowing from one to the other without interruption
(BURGER and DE JONG; 1962). When the situation of contraction is continued
- static muscular activity - , theblood flow isstagnated with a quick fatique as
a result.
If a man works under unfavourable climate, wecannot expect the same kind
of performance we can when the environment is optimal (EICHNA, 1945;
MACKWORTH, 1946; BURTON and EDHOLM, 1955; PEPLER, 1958). The comfort
of man depends upon the relative humidity, temperature and velocity oftheair.
The subjectivejudgement oftheclimate isdetermined bytheheat balanceofthe
human body (LEHMANN; 1962).The heat transfer between man and his environment, inwhich theskin isthemost important medium, cantake place byconduction, convection, radiation and secretion of sweat (LEHMANN, 1962;
GRANDJEAN, 1963).Physiological reactions on heat stress are mostlyanincrease
of the heart rate, body temperature andrecovery time, aswell asan increased
sweat secretion (WENZEL; 1961).The general trend of all studies of the working
environment is clear: atmospheric conditions interfering with normal or constant body temperature reduce mental and physical working capacity
(CHAPANIS; 1963).Ithas been assumed that thecapacity isstrongly slackenedat
temperatures above 35°C as a result of heat accumulation (LEHMANN; 1962);
the data fora comfortable climate arelisted in table38.
Protection againstclimaticconditionsisbytechnicalmeans (cabin, air-curtain
and air-conditioning) or personal means (clothing, rest pauses and properly
adjustment ofthe standards of performance).

TABLE 38. Data fora comfortable climate.
Features
Air humidity
Air temperature1
• brain-work, sitting
• light work, sitting
• light work, standing
• heavy work, standing
• very heavy work
Air velocity
• maximum
• optimum
Radiant temperature
1

Criteria
30-70%
20-21°C
19°C
18°C
17CC
15-16°C
25cm/sec
10-20 cm/sec
equal toorhigher (2-3°Q
than theairtemperature

Airhumidity: 50%.
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5.3. ASSESSMENT OF PHYSICAL LOAD

The assessment ofphysical load isbased onmeasuring oneof the following,
physiological parameters (BROUHA, 1960; LEHMANN, 1962; MELLEROWICZ,
1962; CARGO, 1965; ANON, 1966; TOMLINSON, 1970):

5.3.1. Energy consumption
The conversion of carbohydrate, fat andprotein into energy isan oxidation
process sothat from oxygen consumption (i.e. differences between inhaledand
expired air samples) thecaloric equivalent canbecalculated. From theoxygen
consumed andthevolume ofair expired, theenergy consumption canbe calculated; diminution of this value by the basal metabolism gives the net energy
consumption per activity.
The measurement ofenergy consumption isanaccurate assessment ofphysical load;itsmain disadvantage is the size of themeasuring equipment. Itcan
prohibit easy movements and also contribute significantly to thelevel of work
load, aswellastheresistance tobreathing, which some subjects find unpleasant.
A further disadvantage of respirometry is,that - for accurate analysis ofthe
expended air- a sample must be collected over several minutes.
5.3.2. Ventilation rate and frequency
Many physiologists have found thegasanalyses associated with oxygen consumption measurements to be disadvantageous because of the time taken.
Ventilation frequency islikely tobeless accurate sincevariations inthevolume
of inhaled airper cycle are excluded (SUGGSandSPLINTER; 1958).Amore satisfactory alternativetotheface masktechniqueistheuseofstrain gauge measures
on thechest wall;variations inthesizeofthe chest wall aresufficiently largefor
accurate measurements to be obtained. The peak-to-peak amplitude of the
signalsbeingameasure ofthedepth ofrespiration whichisrelated tothe volume
of air breathed. The validation of this technique might be extremely useful
(TOMLINSON; 1970).

5.3.3. Heart rate
Sincethebody fuels arecarriedtothemusclesbythebloodstream, anincrease
in energy expenditure is accompanied by an increase in heart rate; a clear
relationship between heart rate and energy expenditure usually exists. A high
heart rate associated with relatively low oxygen consumption isespecially indicative of muscle fatigue, particularly dueto static work (LEHMANN; 1962).
The equipment, developed formeasuring theheart rate,isbased upon one of
the following signals:Theaction potentials of the heart muscle (electrocardiographic measurement) or the bloodfilling of the ear-lap (Plethysmographie
measurement). The first measurement, frequently used, is based upon the
electrocardiogram, which canbe obtained bymeans of three electrodes onthe
chest. After amplifying and filteringamillivoltage remains ofthe same moment
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of the heart cycle (R-peak); the time between consecutive peaks, which are
counted, can beconverted into a heart rateper unit of time.
Both measurements are usable for determining the heart rate during actions;
in all kind of tasks, and even over a long period of time, these measurements
give- hindrance for the subject being small, but worthy of mention - a faultless
registration.
Measurement of energy consumption, ventilation rate and heart rate should be
carried out while the subject isin a steady state;furthermore the measurements
have to be continued for some time after finishing the action.
5.3.4. Body temperature
A maximum of 20%of the caloric equivalent appears as mechanical energy,
the largerpart beingdissipated asheat. Body temperature isareliable indication
of the heaviness of work, adaptation normally occuring after about one hour's
work at a level dependent upon the work load. At high environmental temperatures, body temperature increases disproportionately to oxygen consumption
and becomes a specific indication of heat stress (SUGGS and SPLINTER; 1961).
Aural and oral temperatures respond more quickly than rectal temperature to
changes in deep body temperature (TOMLINSON; 1970).
Only a limited amount of heat can be accumulated in the body;heat production above this increases sweating and can be measured (LEBLANC; 1957).
5.3.5. Summary
Based upon the frequently found, relationships between the physiological
parameters, the scaling of physical load is listed in table 39 (BROUHA, 1960;
SPITZER and HETTINGER, 1964; CARGO, 1965).
As soon as an action continuously demands much energy, the total period of
working has to be reduced. Based upon an energy consumption of 20 kJ
( = 4,8 kcal) per minute formulas have been developed for rest allowances. In
periods of resting the total duration isimportant; frequent short rest pauses are
better for recovery than less frequent, but longer rest pauses (SPITZER, 1951;
ROHMERT, I960", I960").

TABLE 39. Scaling of physical load.
Grade of work

Energy consumption
- 02 1/min -

very light
light
moderately heavy
heavy
very heavy
unduly heavy

<0,5
0,5-1,0
1,0-1,5
1,5-2,0
2,0-2,5
>2,5

Heart rate

Body temperature

- kJ/min -

- beats/min -

-°C-

<10
10-20
20-30
30-40
40-50
>50

< 75
75-100
100-125
125-150
150-175
>175

37,5
37,5
37,5-38,0
38,0-38,5
38,5-39,0
>39,0
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5.4. PHYSICAL LOAD ON COMBINE HARVESTERS

5.4.1. Literature
Based upon the information from crop, terrain and machine the operator has
to decide on such an adjustment of the machine, which results in a process with
a maximum capacity. This is possible by a high ground speed and/or working
width, which, however, involves a higher information speed and many actions
for operating per time unit.
In preliminary studies in winterwheat it was ascertained, that on plots with a
standing crop the heart rate increases 23to 29%,incomparison with rest. When
thecrop ismoderately lodged, theheart rateincreases 33to 42%and on the end
oftheplot- makingthe turnings- theheart rate increases with43to 50%above
rest level (ZANDER; 1967).
To determine the work load during combining (working width: 205 cm),
measurements havebeen carried out withtheheart rate asaparameter (GLASOW
and DUPUIS; 1960).This German study showed, that the scaleof work is- even
under unfavourable circumstances - light to moderately heavy.
To show the fluctuations in work load on a mechanized farm, harvesting with
a self-propelled combine (working width: 180 cm) is chosen as an example of
heavy work (KARIMI; 1967). In this German study only time studies have been
made, whilst the energy consumption was estimated (SPITZER and HETTINGER;
1964). Based upon the results reported a work load of 24,4 kJ ( = 5,8 kcal) per
minute iscalculable; interpretation of thisvalueisimpossible,sincethe working
conditions have not been mentioned.
5.4.2. Field experiments
Although, in literature verylittle is reported about the ergonomie aspects of
self-propelled combine harvesters, it ispossible to indicate a number of factors,
affecting the output of the system. For collecting data about the character and
extent of loading components, as well as the influence they have on the output,
field experiments were carried out.
The following factors, directly affecting the output in operating self-propelled
combine harvesters, were investigated:
- Operator's platform (M)
- Stubble-height
(S)
- Ground speed
(V)
- Working width
(W)
- Header height control (H)
- Crop
(C)
In studying these factors the following parameters are recorded (GLASOW
and DUPUIS, 1960; WIENEKE, 1967):
(i) P e r f o r m a n c e
By an observer on the machine a time study is made during harvesting, in particular
the operation frequency of the header height, reel position and ground speed control is
registered. Theobserveralsocontrolstherequired adjustment regardingtheground speed
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and thestubble-height. Thetimestudyisusedfor calculatingthetimespent in harvesting
(code: 1),turning and moving on the end of the plot (code: 2),unloading the grain tank
(code: 3)and solving disturbances (code:4).
The average operation frequency per test (in n/min) - during harvesting (code 1)- is
used as input for the analysis of variance.

(ii) L o a d
Fortheassessment oftheworkloadofasubject duringatest (W), theheartrateisused.
For thisregistration acardiotachometer (make:CNR; type: 104)isused; thenumber of
heart beatsisregistered exactlyper 25cmin.Before eachtest theheart rateduringresting
(R) is determined; during this registration the subject has taken a completely relaxed
posture. The treatment of the data is done by coupling the heart rate data with the time
study.
The average work load (W/R) during combining is used as input for the analysisof

(iii) G e n e r a l
Twoskilled and all-round operators wereput at disposalfor thetestsbytheIJsselLake
polders Development Authority (R.U.P.). Both subjects (PI and P2),who cooperated in
allfieldexperiments,wereinstructed onthescopeofthestudyandthetestprocedure.The
necessary preparations of the subjects - in particular:instruction, medical examination
and preliminary study - were taken into account. Before starting the experiments each
machine wasadjusted bythe operator, according to theinstructions ofthe manufacturer.
The field experiments were carried out in O.-Flevoland on plots of the R.IJ.P. In
selecting the plots special attention waspaid to thehomogenity of the crop and the soil;
before theexperiments thecondition of the soiland thecrop wasregistered. Theweather
conditions duringtheexperiments- inparticular:temperature,humidity and air pressure
- wereregistered by means of a meteorograph (make: THIES-GÖTTINGEN).
Thecomputations werefacilitated bythecooperation ofthe Mathematical Department
of the Agricultural University.

(i) Effect of M, S a n d V
By means of field experiments the effects of machine (Nr.:2and 3a), stubbleheight (S 1:20cm;S2: 40cm) and ground speed (V 1:4,0km/h; V2: 5,5 km/h)
during combining have been studied on plots with winterwheat.
a. E q u i p m e n t a n d m e t h o d
The plots (condition: 100% standing, no undercrop) were harvested at a humidity of
19,0%; the yields of kernel and straw - reduced to a humidity of 17,0% - amounted to
6285 kg/ha and 4345 kg/ha respectively.
During a test the required stubble-height had to be as accurate as possible (tolerance:
± 5cm).For each test the ground speed wasadjusted asaccurate aspossible(tolerance:
± 0,25 km/h); during the test the operator had to leave the ground speed control
undisturbed.
During all experiments the weather conditions were constant and very favourable for
combining; the soil was hard and dry.

b. T r e a t m e n t
For each test the operation frequency and the heart rate were registered.
The operation frequency (in n/min) and the work load (in W/R) were used as inputs
for the analysis of variance.
The results of this study are listed in table40.
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TABLE 40. Operation frequency (inn/min) andload (inW/R) during combining at different
stubble-heights (S)andground speeds(V).
Stubble-height

Machine
-Nr.-

Ground speed

Ave rage

S1

S2

VI

V2

n/min W/R

n/min W/R

n/min W/R

n/min W/R

2

1,34

1,07

1.01

1,07

0,77

1,04

1,59

1,08

3a

1,71

1,10

1,06

1,08

0,87

1,06

1,90

1,13

1,53
(100)

1,08
(100)

1,03
(67)

1,07
(99)

0,82
(100)

1,05
(100)

1,75
(213)

1,10
(105)

n/min W/R
1,18 1,06
(100) (100)
1,38 1,09
(118) (103)

With an increase of the stubble-height the operation frequency and the load
decrease;based upon the operation frequency this effect issignificant. The effect
of ground speed (V) is significant ; with an increase of the ground speed the
operation frequency and the load increase.
The results of these experiments are endorsed by the results of the anthropometricstudies and theindoor experiments,for there isasmalldifference between
the machines, in favour of machine 2.
(ii) Effect of M, V,W, H a n d C
Bymeans of field experiments the effects of machine (Nr.: 3 a and 3b), ground
speed (V 1: 2,5 km/h; V 2: 3,5 km/h; V 3: 4,5 km/h; V4: 5,5 km/h), working
width (W 1: 300cm; W 2: 390cm) and automatic header height control (H o:
disengaged; H 1 : engaged) during combining have been studied on plots with
springbarley and winterwheat (MUYS; 1969).

a. Equipment and method
The plots with springbarley (condition: 40% standing, noundercrop) were harvested
atahumidityof18,6%;theyieldsofkerneland straw- reducedtoahumidityof17,0% amounted to 3820kg/ha and 2840kg/harespectively.Duringtheexperimentstheweather
conditions weresomewhatfluctuating,butthey didnotaffect theharvesting; thesoilwas
moderately hard and dry.
The plots with winterwheat (condition: 100% standing, noundercrop) were harvested
atahumidityof21,0%;theyieldsofkerneland straw- reducedtoahumidityof17,0%amounted to4420kg/ha and'3520kg/harespectively.During theexperiments the weather
conditions were constant andfavourable forharvesting; thesoil was hard and dry.
For each test the ground speed was adjusted as accurate as possible (tolerance:
± 0,25 km/h);during the test theoperator had toleavethe ground speed control undisturbed. During alltests anormalstubble-heightof20cmhadtobeachieved;thestubbleheight andthe effective working width were controlled frequently.

b. Treatment
For each test theoperation frequency andtheheart rate were registered.
The operation frequency (inn/min) andthework load (inW/R) were used as inputs
for theanalysis ofvariance. Theresults ofthis study arelisted in table 41and 42.
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TABLE 41. Operation frequency (in n/min) and load (in W/R) during combining at different
ground speeds (V), working widths (W) and in different crops (C).
Ground speed
Machine
Nr. 3"

Nr. 3"

VI
V3
C n/min W/R n/min W/R

Working width
Wl
W2
n/min W/R n/min W/R

a

1,37

1,27 2,38

1,30

1,79

1,27

1,95

1,30

b

1,12 1,23 1,53

1,27

1,30

1,28

1,35

1,21

a

1,25

1,19 2,28

1,21

1,24 1,23 2,30 1,17

b

1,35

1,20 1,39

1,21

0,86 1,23 1,91

1,23
(100)
1,21
(100)

1,26
(103)
1,24
(103)

a

1,31
(100)
b 1,23
(100)

2,33
(178)
1,46
(119)

1,19

n/min W/R
1,87
(106)
1,33
(97)
1,77
(100)
1,37
(100)

1,28
(107)
1,25
(103)
1,20
(100)
1,21
(100)

1,52 1,25 2,12 1,23
(100) (100) (139) (98)
1,07 1,26 1,63 1,20
(100) (100) (152) (95)

a - Springbarley; b - Winterwheat

Based upon the results in table 41it can be proved, that there is a significant
difference between the machines (M), in favour of machine 3 b . The effect of
ground speed (V) is significant; with an increase of the ground speed the operation frequency and the load increase. The difference between the machines becomes greater when working at higher ground speeds. The effect of working
width (W) is significant ; with an increase of the working width the operation
frequency increases and the load decreases.
The interaction between subject and machine (P x M)issignificant, in favour
of machine 3 b; moreover, the subjects prefer machine 3 b because of the fast
learning. In winterwheat the interaction between subject and working width
(P X W) is significant, in favour of the greater working width. The interaction
between ground speed and working width (V X W), representing capacity (C),
is significant; there isa preference to work at a low ground speed with a greater
working width.
The effect of crop (C) is significant; the operation frequency and the load are
higher in springbarley than in winterwheat. The various effects (M, V and W)
are found in springbarley, as well as in winterwheat.
Based upon the results in table 42 it can be proved, that the effect of header
height control (H)exists,in favour of the automatic system;using this automatic system the operation frequency and the load decrease. The effect of ground
speed (V) exists;with an increase of the ground speed the operation frequency
and the load increase. The advantage of an automatic system becomes greater
when working at higher ground speeds. The interaction between subject and
header height control (P x H) exists. The subjects prefer the automatic system,
but they hesitate to trust this equipment completely.
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TABLE 42. Operation frequency (in n/min) and load (in W/R) during combining - with and
without automatic header height control (H)- at different ground speeds(V)and in different
crops ( Q ; working width: 390cm.
Ground speed
V2

HO

H1

V3

V4

C

n/min

W/R

n/min

W/R

n/min

W/R

n/min

W/R

a

2,25

1,12

4,00

1,21

3,47

1,24

b

3,22

1,13

2,12

1,13

5,16

1,17

a

0,72

1,18

0,98

1,18

0,88

1,16

b

0,49

1,10

0,67

1,11

0,62

1,15

3,24
(100)
2,66
(100)
0,86
(26)
0,59
(22)

1,19
(100)
1,14
(100)
1,17
(98)
1,12
(98)

a

1,48
(100)
1,86
(100)

1,15
(100)
1,11
(100)

2,49
(175)
1,40
(75)

1,20
(104)
1,12
(101)

2,18
(147)
2,89
(155)

1,20
(104)
1,16
(104)

b

a - Springbarley; b - Winterwheat.

The operation frequency and the load are higher in springbarley than in
winterwheat. The various effects (H and V) are found in springbarley, aswell
asin winterwheat.
Summarizing thefield experiments, the conclusion can bemade, that during
theoperation ofacombine harvester theload dependsupon the stubble-height
(S),thegroundspeed(V),theworkingwidth(W),thecrop(C)andthemachine
(M),inparticulartheanthropometric qualitiesofthework-spacelay-out;using
an automatic header height control system (H) the load decreases.
The results of the experiments are endorsed completely by the results of
previous studies; there is not only the significant difference between the machines, but the subjects are more quickly familiar with one machine (Nr.:3b)
than with another (Nr.:3a). Based upon the results of the indoor experiments
we concluded, that the differences between the machines 3a and 3" are more
significant as the experimental distraction increases. We expected, that for a
higherinformation speed- asaresultofanincreasedcapacity byincreasingthe
groundspeedand/ortheworkingwidth- thedifference betweenmachine 3aand
3b would increase,infavour ofmachine 3b.Theresults ofthefieldexperiments
confirm these statements; moreover, the conclusion can be repeated, that the
load isprimarily determined by the work-space lay-out.
(iii) Effect of capacity (V X W)
By means of field experiments the effect of capacity (C 1: 7 ton/h; C 2:
11ton/h) during combining has been studied with one machine (Nr.: 3a) on
plots with winterwheat. Besides, the most favourable combination of ground
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speed (V 1: 2,40 km/h; V 2: 3,50 km/h; V 3: 3,90 km/h; V 4: 4,90 km/h) and
working width (W 1: 450 cm;W 2: 570cm) - at a given level of capacity - has
been determined (VAN OOSTEN; 1970).

a. Equipment and method
The plots (condition: 100% standing, some reed) were harvested at a humidity of
17,8%; the yields of kernel and straw - reduced to a humidity of 17,0%- amounted to
7000 kg/ha and 5313kg/ha respectively. During the experiments the weather conditions
were constant and favourable for harvesting; the soil was hard and dry.
For each test the ground speed was adjusted as accurate as possible (tolerance:
± 0,25 km/h);during the test the operator had to leavethe ground speed control undisturbed. During alltestsanormal stubble-height of20cmhadtobeachieved; thestubbleheight and the effective working width were controlled frequently.
b. T r e a t m e n t
For each test the operation frequency and the heart rate were registered.
The operation frequency (in n/min) and the work load (in W/R) were used as inputs
for the analysis of variance. The results of this study are listed in table43.
TABLE 43. Operation frequency (in n/min) and load (in W/R) during combining at different
capacities (Q and with different working widths (W).
Working width
W1

W2

n/min

W/R

n/min

W/R

n/min

W/R

CI

1,84

1,12

1,94

1,09

C2

2,41

1,16

3,07

1,13

1,89
(100)
2,74
(145)

1,10
(100)
1,15
(105)

2,13
(100)

1,14
(100)

2,50
(117)

1,11
(97)

Based upon the operation frequency and the load it can be proved, that there
is a significant difference between the working widths (W), in favour of the
greater working width. With an increase of the working width the operation
frequency increases and the load decreases. The effect of ground speed (V) is
significant; with an increase of the ground speed the operation frequency and
the load increase.
The effect of capacity is significant; with an increase of the capacity the
operation frequency and the load increase. Realizing a certain level of capacity,
it ispreferable to work at a low ground speed combined with a greater working
width.

5.5. SUMMARY

The decision of the central nervous system is transported to the effectors and
transformed into voluntary muscle movements, which are necessary for the
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output or performance of a man - task system. The muscle movements demand
energy and this leads to the physical load of man, whose working capacity is
limited. An energy consumption of 20 kJ ( = 4,8 kcal) per minute, including a
basal metabolic rate of about 4,2kJ ( = 1 kcal)per minute, has been accepted as
the maximum consistent level, that an adult man should be expected to expend.
For theassessment ofphysical load well-functioning parameters are available.
In all kinds of tasks, and even over a long period of time, the heart rate can be
faultlessly registered. Based upon the various physiological parameters the
physical load can be scaled.
Field e x p e r i m e n t s
For collecting data about the character and extent of loading components
duringcombining, aswellastheinfluence they have on the output ofthe system,
field experiments have been carried out.
The studies led to the following conclusions:
(i) During the operation of a combine harvester the performance and the load
depend upon the machine - in particular: the operator's platform -, the
stubble-height, the ground speed, the working width and the crop,
(ii) There is a significant difference between the operator's platforms, which
increases as the ground speed increases. The interaction between ground
speed and workingwidth,representing capacity,issignificant; realizinga certain
level of capacity, it is preferable to work at a low ground speed combined with
a greater working width.
Using an automatic header height controlsystemtheoperationfrequency and
the load decrease; the advantage of an automatic system becomes greater
when working at higher ground speeds.
(iii) The results of the field experiments endorse completely the results of the
anthropometric studiesand theindoorexperiments. Therearedifferences between the machines; at an increasing information speed - indoor: increasing
experimental distraction; field: increasing ground speed - the differences between the machines become greater.
The conclusion can be repeated, that the performance and the load are
primarily determined by the work-space lay-out.
The working capacity of man is limited, besides the mechanical efficiency of
human labour is only slight. Only to a small extent the maximum muscular
stiength can be exerted for a longer period of time, where the pattern and the
speed of the motions play an important role.
To increasethecapacity itisnecessary, that the designer ofacombine harvester pays attention to an adequate processing of the increasing information speed
and the operator's load. This is primarily possible by using machines with optimum work-space lay-out, whichpromote fast learning, aswellas the introduction of automation, as shown by the experiments with an automatic header
height control system.
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6. I D E A L C O N C E P T

6.1. INTRODUCTION

By means of principles, parameters, procedures and criteria from various
disciplines the ergonomie factors, influencing the performance and the work
load of a man-task system, have been studied. Integrating the results of the
anthropometric studies, of the indoor and of the field experiments the conclusion can be made, that the performance and the load are primarily determined
by the work-space lay-out.
Based upon the results of these studies, the recommendations for the ideal
concept of the operator's platform for the self-propelled combine harvester can
be formulated.

6.2. RECOMMENDATIONS

The ideal concept isrealizable by designing machines with an optimum workspace lay-out (Anthropometry), as well as by eliminating redundant and nonrelevant information (Perception).
6.2.1. Anthropometry
Based upon the relevant measurements and motions of the human body, as
well as the results of the M.T.M.-analysis, the data for an optimum work-space
lay-out for the combine harvester can be formulated :
1. Seat
When operating a machine ina sitting position the way ofworking is strongly
governed by the work-space. The seat must be adjustable in horizontal and
vertical directions, in order to accomodate a reasonable range (usually: 5 th to
95 th percentiles) of individuals.
2. L a y - o u t
The location and displacement of the header height, the reel position and the
ground speed control deserve priority in designing the lay-out of controls, for
thesecontrols are themost important ones and frequently used. Sincea development in the direction of fingertip control leads to an important reduction of the
operating element time it is evident, that fingertip control is necessary.
The 'fingertipped' controls for the header height, the reel position and the
ground speed have to be located close to each other and within the optimum
area, where the motions of the hand are the most favourable.
The steering wheel has to be located within the optimum areas for handoperated controls. The clutch and the brake-pedal have to be located within the
optimum areas for foot-operated controls.
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6.2.2. Perception
Since machines, performing functions of perception, do not exist or are very
rare, the attainments of the investigations regarding perception must be taken
into account. For the combine harvester this means primarily an adequate
presentation of the relevant information - in particular: thevisibility -, aswell
as the elimination of the redundant and non-relevant information.
6.2.21. Visibility
A good visibility isobtained, when the information becomes visible under the
optimum conditions, namely at a view angle of 30°for the vertical plane and a
direct distance of 3.000 mm (vertically: 1.500 mm; horizontally: 2.600 mm)
between the eye and the object. In the horizontal plane it is necessary, that the
information becomes visible within the stationary field.
For combine harvesters it is necessary to obtain information from the feed
table auger in front of the conveyor chain and of the separation from the
previously cut swath. In comparison with the combines examined, the visibility
can be improved considerably by reduction of the view angle and the vertical
distance;the operator's platform must be brought closer to the field. This construction gives some difficulties, because of the location of the operator's platform - just above the conveyor chain - on present machines;the motions of the
conveyor chain are reduced, since more dust iscirculating around the operator.
An eccentric location of the operator's platform offers more favourable possibilities, since the platform can be located next to the conveyor chain and closer
to thefield;the data for an optimum visibility are shown infig.28 and 29.
6.2.22. R e d u n d a n t a n d n o n - r e l e v a n t i n f o r m a t i o n
An adequate presentation of the relevant information is primarily promoted
by eliminating the redundant and non-relevant information. This complex of
variables in a man-task system may be broken down into the major areas of:
1. S o u n d
A soundpressure levelexceedingthelimit of 80dBA and lasting for more than
fivehours daily might have damaging effects on the hearing in the long run.
Protection against sound is primarily possible by technical means: machines
making less sound and isolation of the sound source, as well as reduction of
sound transmission and application of acoustic interference. The most common
method is the enclosure of the source, as well as the application of an enclosed
cabin to reduce the sound pressure level to bearable levels. In designing a cabin
attention must be paid to the attachment, in particular sound transmission has
to be avoided.
2. D u s t
A dust concentration of 15 mg/m 3 of air is thought to be the permissible
limit.
Protection against dust inthe air around the operator of acombine ispossible
by ventilation: blowing away or sucking off the particles. The ideal concept is
90
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FIG. 28. Optimum visibility ofthecutterbar for the self-propelled combineharvester (vertical
plane).
O - optimum position
H—present position

the enclosure of the operator in a cabin with a small overpressure, so the
particlescannot penetrateinto thework-space.
3. Vibrations
Mechanicalvibrationswithin thefrequency rangeof2Hzto 6Hzhavetobe
avoided, sincethe human body ismost sensitive to this type of vibrations;the
nfttural frequency of the work-space has to be less than 2Hz. Moreover, it is
necessary, that thevalueK = 4isnot exceeded, whilst onlymovements inthe
vertical direction are permitted.
Protection against mechanical vibrations is of a technical nature (reduction
andisolationofthevibrations,aswellasreductionofvibrationtransmission)or
ofapersonalnature(suspensionseatorsuspendedcabin).Themostobviousway
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FIG. 29. Optimumvisibilityofthecutterbar for theself-propelled combineharvester(horizontal plane).
O - optimum position
+ - present position
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is to fit a suspended cabin - in which the seat, the controls and the operator
move simultaneously -, equipped with an active system to destroy the vertical
vibrational input.
4. C l i m a t e
Atmospheric conditions interfering with normal or constant body temperature reduce mental and physical working capacity. By maintaining optimum
climaticconditions (air humidity:50%;airtemperature:20-21 C C; air velocity:
10-20cm/sec)afavourable climate can be obtained. From an economical point
of view, as well as the objective judgement of the climate, it is preferable to use
less stringent data for the air temperature (range: 18-22°C).
Protection against climatic conditions is primarily possible by technical
means:air-curtain or cabin with air-conditioning. The most obvious way is to
use an enclosed cabin with air-conditioning.
Summarizing, the ideal concept for the combine harvester is an enclosed
suspended cabin - in which the seat, the controls and the operator move simultaneously and only in the vertical direction -, which combines the need for considerably improving ride vibration with greater protection against sound and
dust, as well as climatic influences.
The recommendations for an optimum work-space lay-out of the self-propelled combine harvester have been formulated in Appendix A.

6.3. SUMMARY

Supplying the requirements for an increase of capacity it is necessary, thatin
designing the self-propelled combine harvester attention is paid to an adequate
processing of the increasing information speed. This is primarily possible by
using machines with an optimum work-space lay-out, an adequate presentation
of relevant information and the introduction of automation.
For the combine harvester this means primarily an optimum work-spacelayout (frequently used, fingertip controls located close to each other and within
the optimum area) and an improved visibility by an eccentric and lowered location of the operator's work-space. The enclosed suspended cabin is the ideal
concept, which combines the need for considerably improving ride vibration
with greater protection against sound and dust, as well as climatic influences.
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7. S U M M A R Y A N D C O N C L U S I O N S

7.1. INTRODUCTION

Mechanization not only changes the character and structure of labour in
agriculture and industry, but also influences the nature ofthework load. Instead
of delivering energy, the main issue now is the perception and processing of information, as well as controlling and regulating the work being done by machines. More and more the accent is shifting to tasks which appeal to the capacity of man to process information.
Supplying the requirements for increased capacity is possible by increasing
the ground speed and/or the working width, which, however, involves higher
information speed, more actions for operation per time unit and a higher operator's work load. Human beings should not adapt themselves to the machine
and - as a consequence of too high a load - will hazard occupational diseases
and reduced performance.
By means of principles, parameters, procedures and criteria from various
disciplines - anthropometry, perception, selection and action - ergonomics can
contribute to an optimum man - task system with a high capacity and a
favourable operator's load.
This study deals with the ergonomie system-analysis of the operation of a
self-propelled combine harvester. The operator of this machine regulates the
movement - direction and speed -, the mowing and threshing, the separation of
kernel and straw, as well as the delivery of the product.Based uponthe information obtained from crop, terrain, plot and machine the operator has to decide
on such an adjustment of the machine, which results in aprocess with a high
capacity and a high quality of work.

7.2. ANTHROPOMETRY

The characteristics of the human body determine the location and displacement of the operating controls, as well as the forces to be exerted, the
nature and frequency ofmovements.Basedupon therelevant measurements and
motions of the human body, the anthropometric data are givenfordesigning an
optimum work-space lay-out of a combine harvester.
1. L a y - o u t s t u d i e s
To determine the location and displacement of the controls, as well as the
forces to be exerted, and the location of the foot-board and cutterbar, special
measuring equipment and methods have been developed.
The work-space lay-out - specific for each machine - appeared to differ con94
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siderably. It is recommendable, that frequently used controls are located close
to each other and within the normal area.
The forces needed for steering are very low, because of the application of
power steering. The forces needed for operating the clutch and the brake-pedal
are too high for the older machines; for the newer combines they meet the
requirements.
2. F r e q u e n c y
The frequency with which different operations and movements have to be
carried out, determines mainly the operator's work load. The data, collected in
measuring the operation frequency, indicate the priority in the lay-out of controls.
The studies show, that the header height, reel position and ground speed
control are most important. The location and displacement of these controls
deserve priority in the design of the work-space lay-out.
The movements of the steering wheel only have a correcting character.
3. M.T.M.-analysis
Based upon the results of the lay-out studies and thefrequency-analysis, the
operating element time has been calculated by means of M.T.M.; these timevaluescan beused to obtain reliabledata of theergonomiequality ofthe lay-out
of a certain work-space.
The study shows, that there are great differences between the various machines; a small modification in the work-space lay-out leads to a favourable
change in the operating element time. A development in the direction of fingertip control - i.e. header height, reel position and ground speed control grouped
together - is desirable.

7.3. PERCEPTION

The perception of information, that a worker receives from work-space and
environment, takes place via the senses,which are sensitive to specific impulses.
Thereaction totheinformation depends upon thesenseorgan thatis stimulated,
the strength of the stimulus and the place where the stimulus arrives.
1. Sight
The perception of visual information depends upon the object, the environment and the distance between the eye and the object.
For combining itisnecessary to obtain information from thefeed table auger
just infront of the conveyor chain and of the separation from thepreviously cut
swath. On the machines examined the visual angle, as well as the horizontal
distance between the eye and the cutterbar, are favourable in the horizontal
plane. In the vertical plane the view angle is extremely unfavourable; besides,
the distance between the eye and the cutterbar is too long, which is caused by
the large vertical distance.
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Improvement of the visibility ispossible by reduction of the view angle and the
vertical distance. The operator's platform must be brought closer to the field.
An eccentric location of the operator's platform offers favourable possibilities,
since the platform can be located next to the conveyor chain.
2. H e a r i n g
Hearing ensures mutual communication between man, machine and environment. Depending on frequency, sound pressure level and duration of the exposure, sound has an annoying or a damaging effect.
Bythe functioning of theengineand other parts of themachine,in particular:
the threshing mechanism, the operators of combines are submitted to sound.
Measured at the operator's ear, the sound pressure levels of the machines examined are too high,whilst the presence of a cabin does not lead to an important
decline of the sound pressure level. Moreover, the ground speed during combining does not affect the sound pressure level.
The most common method of solving the sound problem is the enclosure of
the source to reduce the sound pressure levelto bearable levels.
3. Scent a n d t a s t e
From an ergonomiepoint of view scent and taste are less important, because
only a small number of actions appeals specifically to these senses. Attention
must be paid to the dust in the air around an operator of a combine.
The dust concentration inthe air around operators of the machines examined
is too high; with respect to the duration of the harvesting period the possibility
of developing silicosis must be considered to be low. On a machine without
cabin the dust concentration is considerably higher than on a machine with
cabin;during harvesting barleylessdust iscirculating around theoperator than
during harvesting wheat.
Protection of the operator of acombine against dust ispossible by ventilation
(blowing away or sucking off the particles) and personal protective equipment.
The ideal concept is the enclosure of the operator in a cabin with a small overpressure, so that particles cannot penetrate into the work-space.
4. F e e l i n g
By uneveness of terrain and road surface, the profile of the tyres and the
functioning of the engine and other parts of the machine, the operators of
machinery are submitted to mechanical vibrations, which adversely affect their
health and performance. The effect and impact of vibrations varies with the
frequency, as the human body ismost sensitive to mechanical vibrations within
the frequency range from 2Hz to 6Hz. It is necessary, that the curve K = 4 of
the VDI-Recommendation is not exceeded in designing the work-space of farm
machinery.
The intensity of mechanical vibrations on combine harvesters is low, whilst
the movements in the vertical direction are more numerous than in the other
directions. Combining at different ground speeds appears to affect hardly the
intensity; with greater working width the intensity is slightly smaller. When
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driving on the road with increasing ground speeds there appears an increasing
intensity, which is lower than during combining. The spectral distribution indicates the existence of specific frequency ranges, which are explicable from the
machine.
At present, the most obvious way to reduce ride vibration is to fit a correctly
designed suspension seat. The benefit of a good suspension seat islimited by the
increasing movements between the operator and the controls;to eliminate this
the vibrations of the whole vehicle or the whole of the operator's work-space
should be reduced. A suspended enclosed cabin - in which controls, seat and
operator move simultaneously - is an approach, which combines the need for
improving ride with greater protection from sound and dust.
Since machines, performing functions of perception, do not exist or are very
rare, the designer of a man-task system must take into account the attainments
oftheinvestigations regardingperception. For thecombine thismeans primarily
an adequatepresentation oftherelevant information; byimproving thevisibility
of the cutterbar (reduction of the view angle and the vertical distance) this can
be realized. Besides, the redundant and non-relevant information - sound, dust
and mechanical vibrations - has to be eliminated; the suspended cabin - in
which the controls, the seat and the operator move simultaneously - is an
approach, which combines the need for improving ride with greater protection
from sound and dust.
7.4. SELECTION

The transport of data from the stimulated sense organs ('input') to the effectors ('output') is not simply and solely transport. The data are processed, from
the various possibilities the right answer is chosen ('choice') and transformed
into action.
1. T h e o r y
In task performance the number of directed switches from input to output
determines information processing and mental load, because all signals make
use of 'a single channel decision mechanism' with a limited capacity. Generally,
a value of two to three bits per second is assumed to be the limit for adequate
information processing.
For the assessment of mental load a well-functioning parameter is not yet
available; most can be expected of the method with dual tasks and the heart
rate.
2. I n d o o r e x p e r i m e n t s
For studying a man-task system under controlled conditions and to obtain
information regarding the ergonomie qualities of the work-space lay-out of a
certain machine, a simulator is built.
The studies led to the following conclusions:
a. In simulating the operation of a combine harvester the performance and the
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load depend upon the experimental distraction and the anthropometric
qualities of the work-space lay-out. The steering accuracy detiorates and the
load increasesasafunction ofthenumber ofsignalsperminuteinthe secondary
task. There is a significant difference between the machines, which increases as
the experimental distraction increases.
b. Byexecutinganidenticalseriesof information a learning curve appears; the
performance increases and theloaddecreases asafunction ofthenumberof
cycles. The appearance of the learning curve is disturbed by different series of
information in an experiment. There is a significant difference between the
machines.
In simulating the operation of a combine harvester, the performance and the
load depend upon the experimental distraction (the number of signals per minute in the secondary task and the series of information in an experiment) and
the anthropometric qualities of the work-space lay-out of the machine. The resultsoftheindoor experiments confirm thestatements - endorsed completely by
the results ofthe M.T.M.-analysis-,thatsubjectsaremore quickly familiar with
one machine than with another, which causes a more efficient performance.
The conclusion can be made, that the performance and the load are primarily
determined by the work-space lay-out.

7.5. ACTION

The choice of the decision mechanism is transported to the effectors and
transformed into voluntary muscle movements, which are necessary for the
output or performance of a man - task system.
1. T h e o r y
The muscle movements demand energy and this leads to the physical load of
man, whoseworkingcapacity islimited. Besides,the mechanical effect of human
labour isvery slight. An energy consumption of 20 kJ ( = 4,8 kcal) per minute,
including a basal metabolic rate of about 4,2 kJ ( = 1kcal) per minute,hasbeen
accepted asthemaximum consistent level,that an adult man should be expected
to expend.
For theassessment ofphysical load well-functioning parameters are available.
In all kinds of tasks, even over a long period of time, the heart rate can be
faultlessly registered.
2. Field e x p e r i m e n t s
For collecting data about the character and extent of loading components
duringcombining, aswellasthe influence they have on the output ofthe system,
field experiments have been carried out.
The studies led to the following conclusions:
a. During the operation of a combine harvester the performance and the load
dependuponthemachine- inparticular:theoperator'splatform-,the stubble98
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height, the ground speed, the working width and the crop. There isa significant
difference between the operator's platforms, which increases as the ground
speed increases. The interaction between ground speed and working width,
representing capacity, is significant; realizing a certain level of capacity, it is
preferable to work at a low ground speed combined with a greater working
width.
b. Using an automatic header height control system the operation frequency
and the load decrease. The advantage of an automatic system becomes
greater when working at higher ground speeds.
The results of the field experiments endorse completely the results of the
anthropometric studies and the indoor experiments. There are differences between the machines; at an increasing information speed - indoor: increasing
experimental distraction; field: increasing ground speed - the differences between the machines become greater.
The conclusion can be repeated, that the performance and the load are
primarily determined by the work-space lay-out.

7.6. DISCUSSION

Human beings should not adapt themselves to the machine and - as a consequence of too high a load - will hazard occupational diseases and reduced
performance. By means of principles, parameters, procedures and criteria from
various disciplines- Anthropometry (Chapter 2), Perception (Chapter 3),Selection (Chapter 4)and Action (Chapter 5)- theergonomiefactors, influencing the
output or performance in operating a self-propelled combine harvester, have
been studied by means of lay-out studies, indoor and field experiments. Based
upon the results of these studies the conclusion can be made, that the performance and theload inaman-task systemareprimarily determined bythe workspacelay-out. Recommendations for theidealconcept oftheoperator's platform
of the self-propelled combine harvester are given (Chapter 6).
Supplying therequirements for an increase ofcapacity it isnecessary, that the
designer of a self-propelled combine harvester pays attention to an adequate
processing of the increasing information speed. This is possible by using machines with an optimum work-space lay-out and eliminating of redundant and
non-relevant information. Moreover, the introduction of automation, in which
many processes - combine: moving, mowing, threshing, cleaning and maintenance - are executed and corrected without human interference, offers favourable advantages.
In the near future the 'supervisor of harvesting' has to settle- based upon the
conditions ofcrop,terrain and climate- thenorm and thetolerance ofthewhole
process. Next to it, the supervisor has to control - sitting at home, in front of a
correctly designed console - the processes and, if necessary, has to re-adjust by
means of remote-control.
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SAMENVATTING

INLEIDING

Demechanisatieverandert nietalleen hetkarakter endestructuur vandearbeidinlandbouwenindustrie,maarbeinvloedteveneensdeaardvandearbeidsbelasting.Inplaatsvanhetleverenvanenergiewordtmomenteelhetaccentgelegd op het waarnemenen verwerken van informatie, alsmede het controleren
en het reguleren van werkzaamheden, diedoor machines worden verricht. Het
accentverschuift meerenmeernaar taken,dieeenberoepdoenophet informatieverwerkend vermogen van demens.
Aandeeistotverhoogdecapaciteitkanwordenvoldaandoortoenamevande
rijsnelheid en/of de werkbreedte, hetgeen echter gepaard gaat met een hogere
informatiesnelheid, meer besturingshandelingen per tijdseenheid en een hogere
belasting van debestuurder. Demens dient zichniet aan tepassen aan demachineen- tengevolgevaneentehogebelasting- beroepsziektenengereduceerde
prestaties te riskeren.
Door middel van principes, parameters, procedures en criteria vanuit verschillende disciplines - anthropométrie, perceptie, selectie en actie - kan de
ergonomie bijdragen tot een optimaal mens-taaksysteem met een hoge capaciteit en een gunstige arbeidsbelasting.
Dezestudieisgewijd aan deergonomische systeem-analyse van debediening
van de zelfrijdende maaidorser. De bestuurder van deze machine regelt de
voortbeweging- richtingensnelheid-, hetmaaien en dorsen, het scheiden van
korrelenstro,alsmedehetafvoeren vanhetproduct. Opgrondvandeinformatie, die wordt verkregen van het gewas, het terrein en de machine, moet de
bestuurder besluiten tot die instelling van de machine, welke resulteert in een
proces met een hoge capaciteit en een hoge kwaliteit.

ANTHROPOMÉTRIE

Deeigenschappen van het menselijk lichaam bepalen de gegevens inzake de
plaatsendeverplaatsing vandebedieningsmiddelen, alsmededeuit te oefenen
krachten, de aard en defrequentie van de bewegingen. Op grond van derelevanteafmetingen enbewegingen van hetmenselijk lichaam, kunnen deanthropometrische gegevensvoor hetontwerpen vaneenoptimale werkplekinrichting
worden geformuleerd.
1. Lay-out studies
Om de plaats en de verplaatsing van bedieningsmiddelen, alsmede de uit te
oefenen krachten,endeplaatsvan devoetplaat enhetmaaibord vastteleggen,
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is speciale meetapparatuur - met bijbehorende procedure - ontwikkeld.
De gegevens omtrent de werkplekinrichting - specifiek voor iedere machine blijken aanzienlijk teverschillen voor een aantal maaidorsers. Het verdient aanbeveling bedieningsmiddelen, die frequent worden gebruikt, dicht bij elkaar te
plaatsen binnen het normale gebied van de mens.
Door de toepassing van stuurbekrachtiging zijn de stuurkrachten gering. De
krachten voor het bedienen van de koppeling en de voetrem zijn te hoog bij de
oudere machines;bij de nieuwere machines voldoen deze krachten beter aan de
gestelde eisen.
2. F r e q u e n t i e
De frequentie, waarmee de verschillende handelingen en bewegingen moeten
worden verricht, bepalen in hoofdzaak de arbeidsbelasting. De gegevens, die
zijn verzameld door het meten van de bedieningsfrequentie, geven de prioriteit
aan bij het plaatsen van bedieningsmiddelen.
De experimenten wijzen uit, dat de bedieningsmiddelen voor de hoogte van
het maaibord, de positie van de haspel en de rijsnelheid het belangrijkst zijn.
Aan de plaats en de verplaatsing van deze bedieningsmiddelen dient prioriteit
te worden gegeven bij het ontwerpen van een werkplek.
De bewegingen van het stuurwiel hebben slechts een corrigerend karakter.
3. M.T.M.-analyses
Op grondvan de resultaten vande lay-out studies en de gevonden bedieningsfrequentie is met behulp van M.T.M, de effectieve bedieningstijd berekend.
Deze waarden kunnen worden gebruikt voor het verkrijgen van betrouwbare
gegevens inzake de ergonomische kwaliteit van de inrichting van een bepaalde
werkplek.
Het onderzoek wijst uit,dat tussen deverschillende machines grote verschillen
bestaan; een kleine wijziging in de werkplekinrichting leidt tot een gunstige verandering van de bedieningstijd. Een ontwikkeling in de richting van 'fingertip
control' - de bedieningsmiddelen voor maaibord, haspel en rijsnelheid in een
groep bij elkaar geplaatst - is gewenst.

PERCEPTIE

Het waarnemen van de informatie, die de werkende mens ontvangt van werkplek en omgeving, geschiedt door de zintuigen, die gevoelig zijn voor specifieke
impulsen. De reactie op de informatie is afhankelijk van het gestimuleerde zintuig,desterktevan destimulusendeplaats waar destimulus wordt aangeboden.
1. G e z i c h t
Deperceptie van visueleinformatie isafhankelijk van het object, de omgeving
en de afstand tussen het oog en het object.
Bij het maaidorsen is het noodzakelijk, dat informatie wordt verkregen van
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de invoervijzel - precies vóór de opvoerketting - en de scheiding met het vorige
zwad. Bij deonderzochte maaidorsers zijn degezichtshoek, alsmede de horizontale afstand tussen het oog en het maaibord, gunstig in het horizontale vlak. In
hetverticalevlakisdegezichtshoek bijzonder ongunstig;bovendien isde afstand
tussen het oog en het maaibord te groot, hetgeen wordt veroorzaakt door de
grote verticale afstand.
Een betere zichtbaarheid is te verkrijgen door het verminderen van de gezichtshoek en de verticale afstand. Het bedieningsplatform dient dichter bij het
maaiveld gebracht te worden. Een excentrische plaatsing van het bedieningsplatform biedt gunstige mogelijkheden, aangezien het platform dan naast de
opvoerketting kan worden geplaatst.
2. G e h o o r
Het gehoor verzorgt de onderlinge communicatie tussen mens, machine en
omgeving.Afhankelijk vanfrequentie, geluidsdrukniveau enexpositieduur heeft
geluid een hinderlijk of een schadelijk effect.
Door het werken van de motor en andere delen van de maaidorser - in het
bijzonder het dorsmechanisme-, worden debestuurders blootgesteld aan geluid.
Gemeten op oorhoogte zijn de geluidsdrukniveaus van de onderzochte machines te hoog, terwijl de aanwezigheid van een cabine niet leidt tot een belangrijke daling van het geluidsdrukniveau. Bovendien is de rijsnelheid gedurende
het maaidorsen niet van invloed op het geluidsdrukniveau.
De meest geschikte methode om het geluidsprobleem op te lossen is het insluiten van de bron teneinde het geluidsdrukniveau tot draaglijke niveaus terug
te brengen.
3. R e u k en s m a a k
Vanuit ergonomisch gezichtspunt zijn de reuk en de smaak van gering belang,
omdat slechts een gering aantal taken een beroep doet op deze zintuigen. Wel
dient aandacht besteed te worden aan het stof in de lucht rond de bestuurder
van een maaidorser.
Bij de onderzochte machines is de stofconcentratie te hoog; gezien de duur
van de oogstperiode moet de kans op het krijgen van silicosis gering worden
geacht. Op een maaidorser zonder cabine is de stofconcentratie aanzienlijk
hoger dan op een maaidorser met cabine. Tijdens het maaidorsen van gerst
circuleert minder stof in de lucht rond de bestuurderdantijdenshet maaidorsen
van tarwe.
De bestuurder van een maaidorser kan tegen stof worden beschermd door
ventilatie (wegblazen of afzuigen van de deeltjes) en persoonlijke beschermingsmiddelen. Debeste oplossingishetinsluiten van debestuurder in eencabine met
een kleine overdruk, zodat de deeltjes niet kunnen binnendringen in de werkruimte.
4. Gevoel
Door oneffenheden van het terrein en het wegdek, het profiel van de banden
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en het functioneren vande motor en andere delen van de machine, worden de
bestuurders vanvoertuigen onderworpen aanmechanische trillingen, diede gezondheid en de prestatie ongunstig kunnen beinvloeden. Het effect en de inwerkingvantrillingen varieert metdefrequentie, waarbij hetmenselijk lichaam
het meest gevoelig isvoor trillingen in het frequentiegebied van2Hztot 6Hz.
Bijhetontwerpen vandewerkplek vaneenlandbouwwerktuig ishetnoodzakelijk, dat deVDI-grenslijn K = 4 niet wordt overschreden.
De intensiteit van de mechanische trillingen bij zelfrijdende maaidorsers is
gering, terwijl de bewegingen in de verticale richting veelvuldiger voorkomen
dan dieindehorizontale richtingen. Maaidorsen opverschillende grondsoorten
en bij verschillende rijsnelheden isnauwelijks van invloed; deintensiteit bijeen
grotere werkbreedte is enigszins geringer. Indien op de wegmet toenemende
snelheden wordt gereden stijgt deintensiteit, dieechter lager isdan gedurende
het maaidorsen. De spectrale verdeling duidt ophet bestaan vanspecifieke frequentiegebieden, dieverklaarbaar zijn vanuit de machine.
Om deinwerking vantrillingen tereduceren ishetaanbrengen vaneengoede,
afgeveerde zitting momenteel de meest voor de hand liggende oplossing. Het
voordeel vaneengoede zitting wordt echter beperkt door detoegenomen, relatieve bewegingen tussen de bestuurder en de bedieningsmiddelen; om dit te
voorkomen moeten de trillingen van het voertuig ofhet gehele bedieningsplatform verminderd worden. Eenafgeveerde, gesloten cabine - waarin bedieningsmiddelen, zitting en bestuurder gelijktijdig bewegen - iseenconstructie, diede
behoefte aanhetverminderen vandetrillingsinvloed combineert meteen grotere
bescherming tegen geluid en stof.
Aangezien werktuigen, diezelf perceptieve functies uitvoeren, niet of nauwelijks bestaan, zullen de ontwerpers vaneenmens-taaksysteem terdege rekening
moeten houden metdeverworvenheden vanhetonderzoek inzake deperceptie.
Voor de maaidorser betekent dit allereerst een adequate aanbieding van de
relevante informatie; door dezichtbaarheid vanhetmaaibord (verminderenvan
de gezichtshoek en de verticale afstand) te verbeteren kan dit worden bereikt.
Daarnaast moet overtolligeennon-relevanteinformatie - metname:geluid, stof
en mechanische trillingen - worden uitgeschakeld;deafgeveerde cabine- waarin de bedieningsmiddelen, de zitting ende bestuurder gelijktijdig bewegen - is
een constructie, die de behoefte aan het verminderen van de trillingsinvloed
combineert meteengrotere bescherming tegen geluid en stof.

SELECTIE

Het transport van de gegevens van de gestimuleerde zintuigen ('input') naar
de effectoren ('output') is geen transmissie zonder meer. De gegevens worden
verwerkt, uitdeverscheidene mogelijkheden wordt hetjuiste antwoord gekozen
('choice') en omgezet in actie.
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1. T h e o r i e
Bij de uitvoering van een taak bepaalt het aantal gerichte overschakelingen
van input naar output de informatieverwerking en de mentale belasting, omdat
alle signalen gebruik moeten maken van 'a single channel decision mechanism'
met eenbeperkte capaciteit. In het algemeen wordt een waarde van tweetot drie
bits per seconde aangehouden alsde grens voor adequate informatieverwerking.
Een goed functionerende parameter voor het vaststellen van de mentale belasting isnog niet beschikbaar; het meeste is te verwachten van de methode met
de duale taken en de hartslagfrequentie.
2. L a b o r a t o r i u m e x p e r i m e n t e n
Voor het bestuderen van een mens-taaksysteem onder controleerbare omstandigheden, alsmede het verkrijgen van informatie inzake de ergonomische
kwaliteiten van de werkplekinrichting van een bepaalde machine, is een simulator gebouwd.
De onderzoekingen leidden tot de volgende conclusies:
a. Bij de gesimuleerde bediening van een maaidorser zijn de prestatie en de belasting afhankelijk van de experimentele afleiding en de anthropometrische
kwaliteiten van de werkplekinrichting. De stuurnauwkeurigheid daalt en de belasting stijgt als functie van het aantal signalen per minuut in de tweede taak.
Tussen de machines bestaan significante verschillen, die toenemen bij een stijging van de experimentele afleiding.
b. Bij het uitvoeren van een serie identieke taken ontstaat een leercurve; de
prestatie stijgt en de belasting daalt als functie van het aantal cycli. Het ontstaan van de leercurve wordt verstoord door het uitvoeren van een serie met
wisselende informatie ineen experiment. Tussen demachines bestaat een significant verschil.
Bij het simuleren van de bediening van een maaidorser zijn de prestatie en de
belasting afhankelijk van deexperimentele afleiding (het aantal signalen perminuut indetweede taak en de opeenvolging van detaken ineen experiment)en de
anthropometrische kwaliteiten van de werkplekinrichting van de machine. De
resultaten van de laboratoriumexperimenten bevestigen deuitspraken - volledig
ondersteund door de resultaten van de M.T.M.-analyses -, dat mensen sneller
wennen bij de ene machine dan bij een ander, hetgeen een efficiëntere prestatie
oplevert.
De conclusie kan worden getrokken, dat de prestatie en de belasting primair
worden bepaald door de werkplekinrichting.

ACTIE

De keuze van het centrale keuzemechanisme wordt overgebracht naar de
effectoren en omgezet in vrijwillige spierbewegingen, die noodzakelijk zijn voor
de output of prestatie van een mens-taaksysteem.
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1. T h e o r i e
De spierbewegingen kosten energie en dit leidt tot fysieke belasting van de
mens, wiens belastbaarheid beperkt is. Bovendien is het rendement van de
menselijke arbeid zeer gering. Een energieverbruik van 20 kJ ( = 4,8 kcal) per
minuut, inclusief een basaal metabolisme van ongeveer 4,2 kJ ( = 1kcal) per
minuut, wordt algemeen aanvaard als het maximum voor een volwassen man.
Voor het vaststellen van de fysieke belasting zijn goed functionerende parameters beschikbaar. Onder alle omstandigheden kan, zelfs over langere perioden, de hartslagfrequentie foutloos worden geregistreerd.
2. V e l d e x p e r i m e n t e n
Voor het verzamelen vangegevensomtrent de aard en de omvang van belastende componenten bij het bedienen van maaidorsers, alsmede de invloed van
deze componenten op de output van het systeem, zijn veldexperimenten uitgevoerd.
De onderzoekingen leidden tot de volgende conclusies:
a. Bij het bedienenvan een maaidorser zijn deprestatie en debelasting afhankelijk van demachine- metname:het bedieningsplatform -, de stoppelhoogte,
de rijsnelheid, de werkbreedte en het gewas. Tussen de bedieningsplatforms bestaat een significant verschil, dat groter wordt bij toenemende rijsnelheden. De
interactie tussen rijsnelheid en werkbreedte, hetgeen de capaciteit voorstelt, is
significant; teneinde een bepaald capaciteitsniveau te verkrijgen verdient het
aanbeveling te werken met een lage rijsnelheid en een grotere werkbreedte.
b. Bij het gebruik van een systeem met automatische hoogteregeling van het
maaibord dalen de bedieningsfrequentie en de belasting. Het voordeel van
een geautomatiseerd systeem wordt groter naarmate de rijsnelheid toeneemt.
De resultaten van de veldexperimenten bevestigen volledig de resultaten van
de anthropometrische studies en de laboratoriumexperimenten. Tussen de machines bestaan verschillen;bij een toename van de informatiesnelheid - laboratorium: stijging van de experimentele afleiding; veld: toename van de rijsnelheid - worden de verschillen tussen de machines groter.
De conclusie kan worden herhaald, dat de prestatie en de belasting primair
worden bepaald door de werkplekinrichting.

DISCUSSIE

Het is niet gewenst, dat de mens zich dient aan te passen aan de machine en
- tengevolge van een te hoge belasting- beroepsziekten en gereduceerde prestaties dient te riskeren. Door middel van principes, parameters, procedures en
criteria vanuit verschillende disciplines - Anthropométrie (Hoofdstuk 2), Perceptie (Hoofdstuk 3), Selectie (Hoofdstuk 4) en Actie (Hoofdstuk 5) - zijn de
ergonomische factoren, die de output of prestatie bij het bedienen van een zelfrijdende maaidorser beinvloeden, bestudeerd door middel van lay-out studies,
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laboratorium- en veldexperimenten. Op grond van de resultaten van deze studieskan worden vastgesteld, dat deprestatie en de belasting in een mens-taak
systeemprimair worden bepaald door deinrichtingvan dewerkplek. Aanbevelingen wordengedaanvoor deidealeinrichtingvan hetbedieningsplatform van
dezelfrijdende maaidorser (Hoofdstuk 6).
Om aan de eisen tot verhoging van de capaciteit te kunnen voldoen is het
noodzakelijk, dat de ontwerper van een zelfrijdende maaidorser aandacht besteed aan eenadequate verwerkingvan detoenemende informatiesnelheid. Dit
is mogelijk door machines te gebruiken met een optimale inrichting van de
werkplek, alsmede het elimineren van overtollige en non-relevante informatie.
Bovendienbiedthetinvoerenvanautomatisering,waarbijveleprocessen- maaidorser: voortbeweging, maaien, dorsen, schonen en onderhoud - worden uitgevoerd en gecorrigeerd zonder tussenkomst van demens,gunstige voordelen.
Indenaastetoekomstzalde'supervisor ofharvesting'denormendetolerantie van het gehele proces moeten vaststellen op grond van de condities, van
gewas,terrein enklimaat. Daarnaast moetdezeopzichter, diethuiszitvooreen
ergonomisch verantwoorde console,deprocessen controleren en, indien noodzakelijk, wederom instellen door middel van afstandsbediening.
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APPENDIX A
RECOMMENDATIONS FORTHE SELF-PROPELLED
COMBINE HARVESTER

1. ANTHROPOMETRY

The recommendations for an optimum work-space lay-out may be broken
down into the major areas of:
1.1. SEAT

The seat must be adjustable in horizontal (range: + 75and —75mm)and
vertical (range: + 50and—50 mm)directions,inordertoaccomodateareasonable range of individuals.
The data for the seat are listed in table 1.

TABLE 1. Data for the seat.

Code

Features

1.01
1.02

Shape
Dimensions (mm)
• length
• width
Force(N)
Displacement (mm)
Location
Motion
Inclination
• direction
• angle
Material
Surface
Adjustment (mm)
• horizontal
• vertical
Support
• sidewards
• backwards

1.03
1.04
1.05
1.06
1.07
1.08
1.09
1.10
1.11

1.12

Miscellaneous
• seat height (mm)
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Criteria
rectangular, rounded
380
450
+ 50and—50 (minimum)
seefig.A.l and A.2
only vertical
backwards
3-5°
warmth-isolating, ventilating
waterproof cover, profiled
+ 75 and
+ 50and

•75
50

150mm above seat (maximum)
240mm above seat (minimum)
400mm above seat (maximum)
400
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1.2. LAY-OUT

Thedataforanoptimumwork-spacelay-outhavebeenshowninfig.A.1 and
A.2;usingthesefiguresthefollowingpointsmustbekeptinmind:
1. Frequency
The frequency with which different operations and movements have to be
carried out, indicate thepriority in the lay-out ofcontrols.
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A.l. Optimumwork-spacelay-out for theself-propelled combineharvester (horizontal plane);
18cm above seat-reference point (SRP).
A - stationaryfield
B - brake pedal
C - clutch pedal
• • - minimum dimensions of the cabin
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A.2. Optimum work-space lay-out for the self-propelled combineharvester (verticalplane).
• D - minimum dimensions of the cabin.

2. Maximum area
This area is suitable for hand-operated controls, which require much force.
No operating controls should belocated outside themaximum area, unlessthe
operation frequency isextremely low.
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3. O p t i m u m area
Within this area the motions of hands and feet are the most comfortable.
Frequently used controls have to be located within this area.
1.2.1. Steering wheel
The steering wheel has to be located within the optimum areas for the hands;
the data for the steering wheel are listed in table 2.

TABLE 2. Data for the steering wheel.
Code
2.01
2.02

Features

2.05
2.06
2.07

Shape
Dimensions (mm)
• steering wheel
• rim
Force (N)
Displacement
(maximum)
Location
Motion
Inclination

2.08
2.09

Material
Surface

2.10
2.11
2.12

Adjustment
Support
Miscellaneous

2.03
2.04

Criteria
round
400-500
20- 50
10- 50
to the right: 1J turn
to the left : H turn
in the optimum area
clockwise = right
sitting :45°
standing: 90°
warmth-isolating
profiled and shaped to the hand,
space for the fingers in the
lower side
telescopic
not wanted
none

1.2.2. Hand-operated controls
The location and displacement of the header height, the reel position and the
ground speed control deserve priority in designing the lay-out of controls, for
they are the most important and frequently used controls.
The fingertip controls for the header height, the reel position and the ground
speed have to be located close to each other and within the optimum area; the
data for the fingertip controls are listed in table 3.
The other hand-operated controls have to be located, dependent on the frequency, more or less in the optimum area, but within the maximum area; the
data for the hand-operated controls are listed in table 4.
1.2.3. Foot-operated controls
The clutch and the brake-pedal have to be located within the optimum areas
for foot-operated controls;the data for the clutch and the brake pedal are listed
in table 5.
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TABLE 3. Data for thefingertipcontrols.
Features

Code
3.01
3.02

3.04
3.05
3.06
3.07

Shape
Dimensions (mm)
• length
• width
Force (N)
• optimum
Displacement (mm)
Location
Motion
Inclination

3.08
3.09
3.10
3.11
3.12

Material
Surface
Adjustment
Support
Miscellaneous

3.03

Criteria
square, rounded
12
12
5-8
10
in the optimum area
only vertical
not required,
pressing surface horizontal
warmth-isolating
smooth, bent

-

TABLE 4. Data for the hand-operated controls.
Code

Features

4.01

Shape

4.02

4.04

Dimensions (mm)
• diameter
• length
Force (N)
• hand
• finger
Displacement (mm)

4.05

Location

4.06

Motion

4.07

Inclination

4.08
4.09
4.10
4.11
4.12

Material
Surface
Adjustment
Support
Miscellaneous

4.03

Criteria
levers

knobs

round, rounded

bulb-shaped,
round, rounded

25-45
> 75

25-45

<100
< 20
< 200

<100
< 20
< 200

dependent on the frequency,
more or less in the optimum area
• rearward or toward the operator
for stopping
• forward or downward to lower
preferably vertical to the forearm
(not applicable with knobs)
warmth-isolating
smooth

accurate setting,
stepless or in small steps
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TABLE 5. Data for the foot-operated controls.
Code

Features

Criteria
clutch

5.01
5.02

5.04
5.05

Shape
Dimensions(mm)
• length
• width
Force(N)
• optimum
Displacement (mm)
Location

5.06

Motion

5.07
5.08
5.09
5.10
5.11
5.12

Inclination
Material
Surface
Adjustment
Support
Miscellaneous

5.03

brake

rectangular

rectangular

50- 75
100-120

50- 75
100-120

100-200
80-100
left-foot operated,
inthe optimum area
forward and/or
downward for
disengagement
70°
solid
non-slipping

100-200
80-100
right-foot operated,
intheoptimumarea
forward and/or
downward for
stopping
70°
solid
non-slipping

Bent-upattheside

-

Bent-upattheside

-

2. PERCEPTION

The perception is primarily promoted by an adequate presentation of the
relevant information -particularly: thevisibility(1)-, aswellas the elimination
of the redundant and non-relevant information (2).
1. Visibility
An optimum condition is achieved, when the information - particularly: the
feed table auger in front of the conveyor chain and of the separation from the
previously cut swath - becomes visible at a view angle of 30° for the vertical
plane and a direct distance of 3000 mm between the eye and the object. In the
horizontal plane it is necessary, that the information becomes visible within the
stationary field; the data for an optimum visual field have been shown in fig.l
and 2.
An eccentric and low location of the operator's work-space is favourable,
since the work-space can be located next to the conveyor and close to the field.
2. C a b i n
<
The ideal concept to eliminate the redundant and non-relevant information is
an enclosed suspended cabin - in which the seat, the controls and the operator
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move simultaneously -, which combines the need for improving ride vibration
with greater protection against sound and dust, as well as climatic influences.
The data for the enclosed suspended cabin are listed in table 6.

TABLE 6. Data for theenclosed suspended cabin.
Code
6.01

6.02
6.03
6.04
6.05

6.06

Features

Criteria

Dimensions(mm)1
• length
• width
• height
Sound
• sound pressurelevel
Carbon monoxide
• concentration
Dust
• concentration
Vibrations
• direction
• natural frequency
• intensity
Climate
• air humidity
• air temperature
• air velocity
1

1100
1300
1750
<80dB A
< 0,003%
< 15mg/m3 of air
onlyvertical
<2Hz
K<4
50 %
20-21°C
10-20 cm/sec

minimum, interior.

3. SELECTION

3.1. MENTAL LOAD

A value of 2 bits per second isthelimitfor adequate information processing.

4. ACTION

4.1. PHYSICAL LOAD

An energy consumption of 20 kJ ( = 4,8 kcal) per minute, including a basal
metabolic rate of about 4,2 kJ ( = 1 kcal) per minute, is the maximum consistent level for an adult man.
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APPENDIX B

LAY-OUTS OF SELF-PROPELLED COMBINE HARVESTERS

1. CODE

O
•
•
—

=
=
=
=

hand-operated control (knob)
hand-operated control (lever)
foot -operated control (pedal)
displacement
2. LEGEND

Dm
Ds
Dw
G
Hh
Hs
Hv
Hw
K
L
M
Mh
Mw
R
S
T
W

-

concave adjustment
cylinder speed
threshing engagement
throttle
reel height
reel speed
reel position
reel engagement
clutch
grain tank unloading
cutterbar
header height
header engagement
brake
stop
ground speed
gear shift
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